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X-ray and microscopic analysis of selected samples of cores 
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ABSTRACT 
The upper Red River 1',ormation in t•:estern Marth Da koto con-
sists of cyclic sedimentary rocks having four main porosity zones 
which contain most of the oil and gas found in the formation. It 
was divided into three distinct units that were traced throughout 
western North Dakota on mechanical logs. In ascending order ·these 
are the P, R, and F intervals which consist of alternati~g sa-
quences of dolomites, limestones, and anhydrites. Facies changes., 
occur within the P interval both •:>n a regional and a local scale, 
typically from dense limestones to porous dolondtes. 
The I{esson anticline and the basin hinge lj.ne ,;Jere the most 
active str"Uetttrql areas affecting the deposition of upper Red River 
sediments. A knob of high relief on the anticline had a localized 
effect on sedimentation. Rapid thinni~_g in all intervals of the 
Red Riv-er near the central part of the state indicate the effect of 
" 
the hinge line. Other structural features defined on isopachous 
maps include the Mercer High, Divide Low, Ward High, and Billings 
Nose. 
X-ray and microscopic analysis of selected samples ot cores 
from the upper Red River Formation indicate that the main porosity 
zones consist pritnarily of secondary dolomite. 
Oil accumulations in the Red River Formation are primarily 
in structural traps, but l.oeal changes in lithology and grain size 
.x 
which probably cause permeability barriers, also affect the traps. 
Favorable areas in v1estern !forth Dakota appear t.o be in relatively 
unexplorGd r.,1cKenzie and Billings Counties, just ea st of the pro-





New oil discoveries in the past t~o years in the Ordovician 
Red River Formation have spurred extensive drilling to that rock ur...it 
throughout the Williston Basin. Four new fields in North Dakota and 
a very prolific field in eastern Montana have greatly increased the 
economic importance of the formation. Increased drilling h~s result-
ed in an abundance of new information on the Red River.Formation and 
has facilitated the present study of the upper rock units that con-
tain the main productive zones. 
The purpose of this study was to map the upper u.."ri.ts in the 
Red River Formation in western North Dakota and to determine the 
composition and texture of the main porosity zones. An attempt was 
made to determine the major factors controlling sedimentation in the 
Red River that could possibly have affected oil accumulation. Also, 
it, is the intent · of this paper to present all pertinent information 
regarding the producing horizons of the Red River Formation in North 
Dakota. 
Prior to 1966, only pools in the Cedar Creek and Beaver IDdge 
.?ields produced major quantities of oil and gas from the Red River 
Formation. The distribution 0£ all Red River pools, the area of 
study, and the areal extent of the upper Red River Formation is shown 
in Figure 1. The area of study w~ s the western portion of North Da-
l 
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~ AREA OF STUDY --- APPROXIMATE BOUNDARY OF WILLISTON BASIN 
0 RED RIVER OIL FIELD ERODED TRACT OF UPPER RED RIVER FM. 
FIGURE I. - INDEX MAP SHOWING AREAL EXTENT OF UPPER RED RIVER 8EDS 
ANO LOCATION Of RED RIVER. OIL FIELDS. 
\: , I 
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kota, approximately from the 101 ° U. · longitude line, 1o,ith tr..e exc:;r>-
tion of a few wells in Bottin~au County extending e~st of that line, 
to the Montana border. Plate l shows the well control used in t:~s 
study. 
Methods of Study 
Mechanical logs of opproximately 90 wells that penetr~ted 
the Ordovician Red Ri var Fol'"l!lat,ion in vJestern North Da kot.a T.Jere used 
in this study. Gam::r~ ray and laterologs ware used where possible 
because they provide the best definition o! the strata; they were 
available for most wells. Other logs used were the spontaneous po-
tentia 1, e lectrica 1, r.eutron, sonic, i.t-iduction, and micro~terologs. 
Six cross sections using the top of the Red River Forri.aticn 
as the datum were constructed to show the correlation of the unit 
throughout western North Dakota. A structural cross section through 
the Tiog~ and Beaver Lodge J:"ields -was also prepared, usir~ sea level 
as datu.~. A structure contour ump ~as constructed on the top 0£ the 
Red River Forrr-.stion. Isopochous maps ~ere made of each of three in-
tervals, as Ti-Jell as of the complete upper Red River. 
Cored sections from six ~ells were described using a binocu-
lar microscope and descriptior...s of these sections are included in 
the apper.dix. Using the lithologic information £rem the cores, well 
completion cards, and mechani.cal logs, a fence diagram of the upper 
Red River Forw..ation -was constructed (Plate 16). 
Sixty thin sections were prepared from cores of twenty wells 
to study the texture and composition of the various units. Photo-
4 
roicrogrnphs of selected thin sections were r.~de to illustrcte sc~e 
of these proparties. 
X-ray ar~lyses of 180 selected samples provided a descrip-
tion of the rr.d..neralogic co~position o! the uppor Red P..iver unita. 
S.::mple depths of the core3 ~ere selected from gam.-.~ ray-laterologs. 
Approxi..7&.Utely 30 samples from well cutti11gs snd 150 samples !rom 
cores were used in this analysis. 
PHEVIOUS WORK 
The name, "Red River Forrr'3t~on," was applied by Foerste 
(1929) to the carbor.aate rocks between the underlying Winnipeg For-
mation and the overlying shale of the Stony Mountain Formation. 
Foers.,c.e subdi vi..d.eo the formation into three members called the Dog 
He£id, Cat Head, and Selld.rk, in ascending order. These terms are 
still used in outcrop areas cf !Jf.3nitoba (Andr:ichuk, 1959, p .. 2357). 
However, in the subsurface of the Williston Basin, the Red R.lve~ 
Formai:.lon is div:i.ded (Fuller, 1961, p. 1347) into two major units: 
a lc,~er dolomitic limestone unit and an upper evaporitic, cyclic 
unit of dolomite, li1;leatona, and ar.1hydri te. 
After 1928, most literature has proposed that the lime-
stones and dolomites in the continantal interior, variously colled 
Bighorn, Fish Haven, Fremont, Rec( filver (formerly Trenton) and 
White1wod belonged to the Upper Ordovician (Cincinnati Series, Rich-
mondian Stage) • 
Andrichuk (1959) described in detail the Red River Forma-
tion j_n the subsurface of scmther:i Manitoba. He di1:ridGd it into 
thri.f3 main lithologic u'fl.its: ~ bas~l limestone, an intermediate do-
lomi.tic limestone and secondnry dolomite and an upper dolomite. 
Porter ~nd Fuller (1959), in their p.,1per on t,ha lm-:1E~r Paleo-
zoic roeks of the Williston B.isin, s--ubdivided the upper R:3d Fiver 
Ji"'orm~tion int.o three cyclic units. They recognized three phases 
6 
within each unit, ~lhich are, in ascending order: (1) f'ragmentsl 
li.Jnestone, (2) argillaceons · doloF'1t~, and (3) anhydrite.. They 
stressed the im:portance of the argillaceous marker beds in correla-
tion since they can be traced throughout a large p:1rt of the Wil-
liston Basin. They are thus useful in subdividirg the formation 
and in tracing its various ul"l..its • 
.. 
Fuller (1961) separated the lo~er from the upper Red River, 
using an nrgillc1ceou.s bed v1l1j..ch, has a distinctive 11kickn on the· 
gamma ray log. This marker bed separates two different sequences 
·or sedimetrGation, mari11a limestones balow and evaporitic rocks above. 
The beds of the Red Ri var l.1ad long been considered to be 
Uppsr Ordovician, based on work by Foerste (1929) and Ok-ulitch (1943). 
However, Fuller (1961, P~ 1362) considers it to be Middle 0-rdovici~n 
based on its correlation an<l continuity with the Viola F,crmation in 
.Nebraska, -..,hich is accepted as Middle Ordovician in age. J:Ie rc!gards 
the conform.ably o7erlying Stony Mountair .Form.ation as Upper Ordovi-
cian snd, referring to the contact bet1-1een the two, .he states:· 
The successively t,11 .. i.nner deposits of the sed:i:mentary 
rhyth1"11S imd the shri11king spread of evaporit,e both 
poi:r.rt; to a decline in the rate of basin subsidence, and 
the abrupt incursion of Stony Mountain sh.'!3le seems to 
have halted, at any rate tempora::"ily, the recurrence of 
evapori't,e. This junction is impoi'·tant becBus.e H~ sepa-
rates :Middle Ordovician (Viola-Trenton) from Upper Or-
dov:i.ci~n (Cincin:1.ati-Sylv.an) • 
. r'u.ller (1961, p. 1354) constructed cross-sectional d:iagra~s 
to demonsti~ate graphicr.:illy tha continuity cf Red R.i.ver strata .from 
South. Dakota to tha .Hanitobo outcrop are~. He demonstrG1ted the con-
tinuity of the Red Rh·.zr strata b:1t1~twn t.hese areas and concluded 
that. it is the sam:3 strati.f.:;:rc.lphical age at .both pl~ces. 
7 
Extending the Red River Formation in the opposite direction 
from south Dakota to !Jabraska over ·the Sioux arch, he sho1>1ed by 
tacies distribution and gradients of depositional thickening that 
the Red River of South Dakota 1'Jas in the past stratally continuous 
with and lirrdted by the same boundaries as the Viola of Nabraska. 
Thus, he also concluded that the Red River and Viola are alternative 
names for the same de-posit. 
Lower Red Ri"l'e:r. For:mtrtion 
Appro.xL.~tely forty wells h, western North Dakota have been 
drilled through the lower Red River Formation and only a feH have 
baen cored in that interval. The lower P..ed River was not studied 
detail for this report, but a brief description of its thickness and 
lithology is given here. Porter and Fuller (1959, p. 146) described 
that, interval as 11 ••• several hundred feet of .f'ragmental, dolo-
mitic, r.~rine limestone containilig numerous fossils in the central 
part of the basin.u Fuller (1961, p. 1345) constructed ~n isopach 
nmp of that unit which showed the thicke~t development to be in cen-
tral and west-central North Dakota. It thins very gradually east-
ivard until truncated by post-Silurian erosion. To the northwest it 
thins much more rapidly and in· Divide County, the total Red River 
is only 430 feet thick. 
Fuller separated the lower Red River from the upper at the 
top of the evaporite bad i.ahich he called the nQ 11 horizon. This 
horizon is easily picked on g~rrar~ ray loes because of its high radio-
activity comp3red to the rest of the formation. Ho1::Jever, in this 
paper, the division betiJeen the upper and 10".&er Red River bads is 
~de st the base of the lotvest main porosity zone in the central 
part oi the Williston Basin. The !o!T'...ation was divided here because 
it is the base of the P-cycle rocks which will be defined in the 
8 
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next section. The b~se of the pcrocit,y zo::1e c~n also to corrol;/.;.cd 
re[l soro bly iie 11 throughout, \;e stern IZorth D~ kota. All ·chc major pro-
. . ' "' . i . l .. ' . '-' w ducing zones in vne iorrri~~ on ~re inc ucea in ~ne upper pa~v, so 
most Red River 1wlls are drilled just~ balm, the base of the P-cycle 
rocks, or upper Red River as hero defined. 
Despite the gener3lly dense char.actor of the levier bods, ti-Jo 
distinct porosity zones are present in that. interval in -western 1Jort.h 
Dakota. In the Tioga and Be~ver Lodge Fields, one porous zone in-
.i"orr..13lly termed the 11F0 zone, occurs at a depth of 270-JOO .feet be-
low the top of the Red River (Plate 15). It is 25-40 feet thick and 
produces oil in the Tioga Field, the first production from that zone 
in the state. The nFn zone can ba tr.Elced into the southt-Jestern part 
of the state lJhere it is de.fined only by a slight decreased in re-
sistivity on the laterolog curve. Where relatively porous, it con-
sists priw~rily of dolomite, but more commonly is a dense dolomitic 
limestone. 
The other porous zo:na in -'c,he lotver Red River, termed the "Eu 
zone, occurs approx:i.Ir~tely ten feet below the base of the upper P..ed 
River beds (Plate 2). Where porous, it also consists of dolomite 
and is best developed in the southwestern portion of the state. 
Upper Red River Formation 
General 
The upper Red P.iver Formation can be divided into three 
rr~jor cyclic units called the P~ R, and F cycles, in ascending 
order. In this paper, they will be referred to as intervals. These 
10 
cycles were orieina lly described and· defined by Porter a;:-.:d 1?ulle:c 
(1959, p. 153). irhcy subdivided ,::ach cycle i::r·co three phase::, vJhich 
. ~. d are, in ascena1ng or· er: (1) frtigmental lirr.Gstcne, (2) argilla-
ceous dolomite, and (3) anhydrite. These units are also recognized 
in this paper, but log tops 0£ each unit rca.y not cor-:espond identi-
cally with those of Porter and Fuller. Wit.~in the P, R, and F units, 
four principal porosity zones are recogr..ized. They are ter=.cd the 
uA, u nB, n HC, n and 11D" zones, in descending order, and were origin-
ally used and defined by geologists of the Juaerada Petroleum Corpo-
r.ztion. The terms ''En arld °F0 t·Jare named by the author !or the po-
rosity zones in the lot>Jer Red River Format,ion. A typical log of 
these ur.d.ts and the porosity zonos are shown in Plate 2. 
The thickness of the combined units of the upper Red River 
ranges from 120 feet in northe~stern Bottineau County to 264 feet 
in northeastern Dunn County (Pl.cite 4'). il cross section illustrates 
the rapid thin..""ling of the upper Red River beds to the northeast 
(Plate 14). An isopach rn.np (Plate 4) of these units shows a gradual 
thickening toward the central part ot the Williston Basin, but mark-
ed thinning over the l'Jesson anticline. llear the eastern edge of the 
study area, it thins rapidly eastward alor.g a north-south trending 
w~dge edge through the central par-t of the state. 
A fence diagram of the upper Red P~ver Forzr.ation was con-
structed to sho~ the stratigraphic relationships in western North 
Dakota (Plate 16). It illusti,.ates the uniform and persistent nature 
of most of its units. 
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P Intorv:;;l 
units on mechanicQl lo3s. The loi;ar ur.dt, is the Pu (undifferent-
i.:ited), which conDist,s of intcrbcddeci dolomite, dolomitic lir.:e;ston.e, 
r.11.., is -the nost. v.::iriable of tho upper units, typi-
cally changing focies over ver~ short distances in sone areas. The 
upper unit, c~llcd the P?, is ~n ovaporitic bsd consisting of an-
..> 
hydrite and dolomitic ,:n:hydrite. 
A lithologic aescrip·tion of the P interval reeks is given 
here. The rocks are described fr·om core chips from. or~-i'oot inter-
vals in the Phillips /h\-1 Hcelm uell, !1E SE Sec. 13, T. 152 ?J., R. 
102 W. , !11!cKenzie Coun:ty, !<Jorth Dakota. A log of ~us we 11 is sh01,3n 











Dolomite, dark gray brcim, cyrptocrystalline, ar.hydritic, 
dense. 
dark gray, cryptocr,1.;.,tallina, dolomitic. 
Doloi:d.~ce, :rrl.0diu..7il bro}m, microcrystalline, der..se, ar..hy-
dritic. 
Dolomite, dark gray bro·wn, microcryst,alli:n.a to crypto-
c:rystalline, ar:l1ydritic, algal structures. 
Dolomite, t~n to medi'ili'n gr3y bro'l;m, microorystalline, 
finely bedded, dork lay~rs of carbonaceous material, 
calcareous oolitic st1-uctures, few fossils. 
Dolomite, medium brot:m, microcry~talline to cr,.rstalline, 
poor porosity, fractures fill with anhydrite crystals. 
Dolomit,e, dark g1 ... ay, microcrystalline, algal structures, 
calcareous. 
Dolomite, dark gray b~Ot,jn, cryptocrystolline, dense, 




















porosity, finely b8ddcd9 
Dolo::::i.te, -'c3:n., crys·talli::a, fair intercrystalline po-
rosit.y, oolitic, slightly calcereous, some carbona-
ceous rnateriol. 
Limestone, dark g:..'::JY brmm, microcrystalli..~e, dense, 
argillaceous. 
Ll..11:.estone, tzn, :microcryst«;4lline, 1;Ji'th large chert nod-
ules. 
Dolorn.ite, tan, crystalline, oolitic, good porosity. 
Dolomite, d~rk gr~y, crystalline, dense, with sc~ttered 
vugs filled with carbonaceous material. 
Limestone, tan, cryst~lline, to gr~nular, fair to good 
porosity, black carbcnz1ceous ~terial, appears to be 
dead oil, becoming dolomitic at 09 feet. 
Dolomite, t.an-rr.adium brown, granular to w.icrocrystal-
line, fair to geed porosity. 
Dolomite, medium gray brown, crystalline, fair porosity. 
Dolomite, m0diw~ to d~rk ir~y, coarsely crystalline, 
large oolite-pisolite of dolomi t.e, calcareous cemen;t,. 
Dolorc:i te, dark gray, crys·~~lline to granular, fair po-
rosity, fractures filled with carbonaceous material and 
calcite crystals. 
Dolorita, black, microcrystalJjna, quite dense, becom-
ing very .shaly. 
Dolor.:ite, rr..eoium to dark gray bror:m, microcrystalline, 
fairly de11se. 
Dolomite, dark gray, microcr-3stalline, mottled with 
light gray dolomite, some pyrite and anhydrite crystals 
at 47 feet. 
Dolomite, dark gray, crystalline, calcareous, with 
pieces of woody lUElterial. 
Dolo~ite, dark gray, CI"'JStalline, mottled, arJiydrite 
crystals. 
Limestone, dark gray, ntl.crocrystalline, with large 




Dolomite, medium brown, ·cryst.:illinc) mottled. 
Li~£stone, dark gray to black, microcry~talline, den~o. 
Fuller (1961, p. 1340) placed an arbit,rary lotmr boundary 
on the P rhythm carbonat0s but st~ted that they ~ere about 130 feet 
thick near Willi~Ihon, !forth Dakot·,a, which corresponds to this 11riter' a 
thiclmess (Plate 5). In this repor-t the b~::ie of the P interval vJ~s 
chosen at; the Phillips #A-1 Haeh:r..'l t~ell on the lor:iest porosity zone 
on the laterlog (Figure 2). Surrounding ~ells were correlated with 
it and the lo·,'3er boundary of the P interval was then traced t.."1.rough-
out western North Dakota. 
Fuller, p. 1348, described the P rocks as follows: 
••• in the central p~r'G of the basin they contain an 
abundance of fragment.ed organic ~terial, mainly remains 
of bryozoans, corals, crinoids, and brachiopods in a 
strongly mottled dolowitic li~estone matrix •••• 
Nudstone and pseudo-oolitic rocks are increasingly nu-
merous nearer the top of the section and seem to repre-
sent a phase of precipitation close to·tbe final deposit 
of compact, very finely crystalline bedded anhydrite, 
much of 1.-Jhich is int.erlqmina-c,ed with dense anhydritic 
dolomite. 
The Pu interval in the eastern portion of the study area con-
sists of a fine grained dolomite which has a lo~ resistivity on elec-
tric logs. Cross sections E-E 1 (Plate 13) and F-F' (Plate 14) show 
the transition from an interbedded dolomite-limestone sequence to a 
fine grai..-ried dolomite on the east !ll.lnk of the basin. All ~,ells 
east of a line trendi.Lig parallel to the periphery of the basin, ap-
proximately 40 nd.les vJest of the basin hinge line {.Figure 3), con-
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In the central porvion of the basin, the Pu interval typi-
cally consist,s of ~ b~sal dolomit.e aver~ging JO foet thick 1,itb. thi:l 
interbsds of 1L4Gstone. 7hiG uii.it is char~ctcristically porcus ~no 
is termed It is a F.~jor producing horizon in the 
River Formation in Tioga and Beaver Ledge Fields. r!d.nor amou:-Ltc of 
oil in the Frybu.rg and Eleven Dzr F-lelds produce from this zone. 
Overlying the nnn z.or..o is .t:: dense lir..eston.e -which varies 
from 25 to 45 feet in thickr:ess. This uirl.t can be observed on Plate 
13 in the three wells 3588, 4280, ~nd 4075, in the 1vestern part of 
the cross section, as a highly resistive bed on the laterolog. How-
ever, within tr.is u.:.:.it, rapid f'acies chcmges occur in some &reas, 
such as L, the Eleven Bar Field. the nnn 
zone consists of dense, r.rl..crccrystalline liw~stone but in the Hlll.,t 
#3 N.P.R.R., just, 21/2 w..iles sou·the.:Jst, it consists of a porous., 
gr~nular dolO'm.ite (Plate 13, ~ells 4075 and 4241). This dense lime-
stone probr!bly acts ~s an upper seal for oil in the unn zone balm", 
in the producing ~ells. 
The upper part of the Pu unit consists ot alternating dolo-
mites and v~riably dolomitizeo limestones, which vary in thick-ness 
ar:d porosity. It is termed the nc u zone <And is the ni..ajor producir..g 
zone in the Ordovicfan-Ticga discovery tsell, J1meradQ #2 Lali."11, ire 
NE Sec. 35, m J.. 158 N., R. 95 W. 
Overlying the Pu unit is the P3 anhydrite, which is an ef-
fective seal for oil in the Pu ur.dt. At the top of this Ui.""lit is the 
~rgill~cGous bad with its distinctive "kick" on the gam!r.a ray log, 
1T'..::1d.ng it an eacy correlation point throughout most of the Williston 
16 
Basin. 
kota but, pinches cut neDr the ecstern edge of the study arc~ ( Plctc 
14). 
feet. 
Its average thicknecs i~ 18 feet but reaches a w~:xifull:1 of 25 
of t1'llo thin an.b.ydrite beds seporat.ed by a dolomite bed (Plate 13, 
wells 3588, 4280, and 4075). Porter and Fuller (1959, p. 152) cal-
led the lower arJ1ydrite P, and the upper, Q. Nor-th and east of this 
area, the two anhydrite beds morgo, £orrr~,g one single ur.d.t of arJ:y-
drite. However, near the central part of the basin, the P3 is pre-
microcrystalline an.b.ydrit,e. 
Plata 5 is ~n isopschcus r.:np of ·t.he P interv;.::l in i-;;estern 
?forth D.:a kota. It sh0i.1s t,h:3 t this interval thins raore rapidly in the 
eastern part of the study area ~nd h3s been ~f!ected by n~~erous 
high are~s. In the central portion of the basin, its thickness is 
very uni.form over a 111ide ar-ea. 
Deposit,ic~l enviro:nment of the Pu rocks was oirr..ilar to that 
lct·Jer Red River i,Jhich 1-:as a shallot"i sea occupying a steadily 
subsiding basin. It is suggestad that the fine grained dolomites 
shelf type, penesaline environrr;.ent. Sloss (1955, p. 145) said this 
envirornnent is characterized by deposition ot evaporitic carbomtes, 
chiefly primary dolorr.d. te, ir.:terbedded tvi th ar.Jlydrite. The dolomite. 
is typically den~e, ur..!ossilifcrous, light in color, and finely la-
nti:r.lated • This appeQrs to correspond to t.~e Pu dolomite in the eas-
17 





'l1hc Pu. unit in the c.s:ntral 
Cru--n:tlng, et al.., 'ln'.J "') \ 7';>") ' ~tressed t.he envircn.11.ontal L'apor-
tance of the persistent, argillaccous rr~rker beds that occur above 
and belo~..J t!1e onhydrites and terrc.,~a thorn non-seque1·rtial beds. Tb.ay 
interpreted them to reprcaent elastic interruptions in a rhytc~'nic 
carboIUJte and sult~tc succession, c~used possibly by diastrophic 
The 
elastic rr;.aterials toTu.~d in this vcr--rJ thin zone consi~t of shale 
chips, dolcnri.te pebbles, chert, and s~~d grains. Cur.cings, et al. , 
(p. 729) JI . • ui·!ihout perceptible clwnge the .. ..... c.1.as1.11c 
saa,ns cross the f~cies bou=~d.Jrias of the preceding sequences and be-
have cis microbas~l conglor.mra-t.ss to the succeeding sequences. For 
thess reasor..s they .are ter:c::xl non-sequential. u 
Porter and Fuller (1959, p. 173) suggested that the possible 
source of the argilhceous mat.eri!ll, t-.Jl'"i..ich. ua s spread persistently 
over a very wide area in the b~sin, was the Sioux up~arp, along the 
~outhea~tcrn ~~rgin ot the bnsin. 
R Interval 
The R interval consists of three cy,:lic units called the R1 , 
and The thickness of the interval is rolatively urli-
form in the central portion of the b~sin, averagirJg 60 to 65 teet 
(Pl~te 6). Its center of accu.~ul.:ition is near the Du..'ll!l-Marcer County 
18 
border, wit,h cl rr:.q;:imu.r.1 -'~r.ick:::::3:JS of 68 feet. 
for that ar03 (Plate 9). 
The follm-,ing is a lt,ihologic description ot core chips in 
tho R int~erv.::l at one-foot int,orvZils in the Pbillipa //11.-1 Hoehn 















.l1.t!:1ydri te, dcirk grc.y, w..icrocrystalline, dolomitic, 
becc:ning p-u.ra .r:.ni1ydri te at 94. 
.. 4.:-.• hyd:-it,;:;;, d.:rk gray, r;rl.crocrystalline, finoly in-
terbeaced 'tJi-ch dolcr.:d.te, pure &nhydrite at 99. 
Lim3stone, cfark gr::.y, cr-,tstallins, fair in·cercry-
stnllin3 porosityo 
Dolomite, t$ln, fii:0ly crystalline, fi::ely bedded, 
fair ir~ercrJ-..3talline porosity. 
Dolo:::.i-tc dork gray ·orcim to black, irl.crocrystallir.e 
to crypt.ccrystallin$, sc~ttered with black orgcirlic 
~terial, lithceraphic at 12. 
Lir.1estot:.3, cm'k grey br01,m to black, microcrystal-
lino, very c~rbcn2cecus. 
Li·::.;;stone, dark gray brc;;m, cryptocr"tJstallizie, w:ith 
calcite cryst~ls. 
Limestcr:e, inediu.a to dark gr~y brown, cicrocrystal-
line, abundant calcite crystals filling vugs, !os-
sil brachiopods at 29. 
Dolomite, dark gray brown, dense, microcrystalline, 
calcareous. 
The average thickness of the R1 unit is 35 feet, but de-
cre~scs ano~~lously to 22 feet in central McKenzie County (Plate 10). 
::U1 ths central part of the basin, dense, fos-
si 1 i rerous, .fi"'agnwnta 1 lin;.e ctot~ 1.\)hich is very carbor...aceous. It has 
19 
. t· l - t • ,.,. ..... a distinc i vo ;J :11(.! .. ' 
most arens of wo;:;tcrn ~Jor-'.::.h D.:ikot~ (Plate~ 11 nnd 13). 
in lithology to a more porous unit, (?lctc 10, i,1clls 2010 and 1546). 
It is rather difficult to correl~te all Rand P unit3 in theBe wells 
with other ·wells in we:::;tern IJorth D.::2kot,o. 
Overlying the dense limestones of the R1 w."'lit is a porous 
dolomite ood called the ~ unit, also referred to ~s the 11 B11 zone,,. 
It consists of predo~ti.11antly ~ecr~btallized, secondary dolomite hav-
ing relatively high porcsity. It c~n be traced consistently through-
out all of western North Dakota, var-_ri.....ng in thickness from 10 to 15 
feet, as sesn on all cross sections. Its comperativaly lo-~ resisti-
vity, u.."'l.i.form ~:u.c1~~sss, ~nd stratigrQphic position above the dense 
R1 limzstones Tru;lkes it; easy to corralGlte. In the Cedar Creek (Bo~-
nmn County), Eleven Bar (Slopa County), and Buffalo Creek (Stark 
County) Fields, it is the ~..;.ljor producir~ horizon and has produced 
more oil in North Dakota th~n all other Red F..ivar zones. 
The R3 unit is ~n ar±iydrite bed that overlies the porous P"2 
dolomites and acts as the uppar seal tor any oil occurring in that 
zone. It also is quite uniform in thickl~ess, averaging 10 feet, but 
reaches a m~7..imum of 20 feet in southern McKenzie County. Apparent-
ly this thickeni:ag occurs ivhare the R1 ur..it thins, as in the Shell-
State #32-16~1, ~ell 2584 (Plate 10). The R3 anhydrite is not as 
el:tensive as the P
3 
ar.ihydrite and pinches out in the eastern edge 
of the study area (Plate 13). Its eastern limit is approxi..-nately 
along a north-south line from Cs~da to South Dakota passing through 
I-:Iinot, lforth Dakota • 
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Il Intorv:.:il 
F interv~l is uppc~ost u1u.t of t.ho Red 
tion. The isopach rm:p of that int.crval (Plate 7) sho-us th..::it it u.: .. 1.-
f vr~-;ily thickens toward tho cerrtcr of the b.:lsin. In the eazternrno::;t, 
edge of the st.udy area it thinn to only 9 feet from a rr.ax:i.Jnu..i~ of 69 
feet on the east flank of the 2!osson anticline. 
A lithologic description of tho F interval from the Phillips 






Limes-'t,one, dark broi:m to black, microcrystalline to cry-
pt;ocrystallir:e:) very cnrgillaceous, platy, fossil brach.-
iopods, pyritic. 
L::i.m.estorle, d~rk gray brmm, cryptocrystallir..e, very 
dense, fossil br~chiopcds at 32, chert at 45. 
Lirr..:3stone, dark brotm. microcrysrczilline, fractures .fil-
led ~ith anhydri ta, pyritic at 49, very carbo~ceous at, 
63. 
lm.:.~ycrite ~ d.trk (:;,-r:·-ey, dense, crypt.ocrystalline , becom-
ir..g dolonri:t.ic ~t 66 .. 
13567-70 Dolc.mit,a, msdium bro:m, w.icroc:r-.7stalline, poor inter-
crystall:L.,e porosity, finely kir.-d-r ... :rted o 
13570-91 Limestone, d~rk brown to black, cryptccrystalline, cal-
cite crJstals. 
The F int,erval consists of pl"'edomirumtly dense, carbor~ceous 
dark brown black limestone with ~bund~nt brachiopods near the 
top. In i.;est-ce11tral rJor-'ch Dakota (Plate 11), s thin argillaceous 
d , ·• ~a 3· ....... _.__t·· 1 t.a.· O.J..O:tUue oe ·, -co ,:;, :ree-r, nic,(; occurs a . vne base of the interval 
.t'ollcwaa by the dense limestor:es. Appro;o.mately in the middle of 
the in.terval, a dolomite bed, 5 to 10 feet thick, is marked by a 
21 
decrca3c in ro::;isiti v;.,y on t.:~8 lot,c::c-oloz cur11::. It io c~lled tha 
"An zone, the uppzr;-::o:::t. poro3it,y zc::c in tl1c Red River }?cri: .. :d:,ion. 
This zone is best developed ~-;0ay .from the 
is most import~nt in 
producing horizon (PL::tc 9). 
cent.er of t,he 
it is a r.::.::l j or oil 
In the eastern portic:: of tho ::rt;udy area, the "ii n zo~1.e nu-
grates upu:rd in an ea:;;t,erly circct,ion, occurrir~ at the top o·"' .I.. the 
forrr.ation in the Gardincl :/Jl Bier-;...;~gsn, SW KE Sec. 
., T. 13.3 ri., J.' 
R. 90 W. , Grant County. The up~ard migration of this zone c~n be 
, traced from uest Je,o east on cross section C-C', Plate 11. 
A thin ~nhydrite bsd, 2 to 5 feet thick, is also pre~o~t in 
the F interval as seen in corss, but is not trace~ble on mechonical 
logs. Fuller (1961, p. 1350) outlined its are~l extent, which is 
limited to the nort.b:t"esterr1 cori~er of North Dakota .. 
The upperi::1ost par~ of the interval is dense limestone over-
lain ccni'orrr~bly by the St,ony r.:ountain Form.z2tion. In the interior 
part of the Williston Basin,~the Stony Mountain consists 0£ about 
75 feet of very d~rk gr~y ~~d br0t1n, argill~ceous limestone ~ith 
intcrb;;;dckd sha1'a (Fuller, 1961, p. 1349) o The high radioactivity 
sho1m on the gcm."7'.a ray curve prov-.i.des a good marker for the tivo for-
motions., 
?he range of reek types in the R 3nd F irr~ervals is similar 
to those in the P interval, but deposits are thinner. It is likely 
thgt the F interval pinches out a short dist~nce east of the study 
area i:1 central ?!orth D~ ko~. Fuller (1961) suggests that the sue-
cessively thinner deposits of the sediment~ry rhythms and the shrink-
ing evnporites indic~ta a decline in the rat~ of basin subsidc~ce. 
The m::ijor s-cructur.:11 oloi::::.mt in l~orth Dakot~ is the 1·:il-
liston ~sin, tJhich h~d its i11 Nidcile Ordovician t,:L::le 
., 9t:J. p· 
J.. '-'-+, • 37). L, Red Rivar tir,1c, it was a r~pidly sub-
siding, intrs ... cratonic basin surrounded by a wide s"cable shelf', 
covered by sh~llow '.:U1ters of a huze epicontinent,al sea. According 
to Sandberg (1962, p. 116), the dor.ir~nt structural grain trends 
1-I. 30° W., z;nd secondary stru.c'l::.ur.ol grains trend ?1. 55° to 60° E. 
}'funy linesr structural features within the Williston 
Basin trend roughly in one of those directions. 
Other r..ajor struc-cur~l elcra.on.ts ~ftccti:cg Red River sedm~n-
tct,io11 in ~:scsten'l I'Jort,h Da kot..:i tie re . tho ~Iasson anticline and the ba-
sin hinge line definsd by Ballard 11063 n \ ./ ' .... 32). Minor structural 
features i11cluded the 1·12rcer High, t,he Ward High, the Divide LotJ, 
and the Billings Nose. Figure 3 shm~s the location of these struc-
tural features in ~eetern North Dakota. 
!'he ~t,ructuro ccmtour m~p drinm. on top of the Red River For-
mation (Plate 8) indicates~ gr~dual dip of appro:xirr~tely 60 to 80 
faot per mile toiiard the center of "'Ghe basin. Dips appear to be 
slightly gre~rter on the easter:1 flank of tha basin than elsewhere 
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FIGURE 3. - LOCATION MAP SHOWING POSITiVE ANO NEGATIVE STRUCTURAL 
FEATURES THAT AFFECTED UPPER RED RIVER SEDIMENTATION 
IN WESTERN NORTH DAKOTA. 
t:1.ic knc s s of 264 in the I-:obil Birdbe~r, SE r::,:I Sec. 22, T. 
~? n 91 W • iJ. ' h.. Thi::.: w~s ~lso the center of r:mx1.mm:1 accmnulct.ion dur-
ing lo:c~l" Rod Ri vcr ·time ( "M. 1 ... .:.•u._J..er, 1 \9.u<-1 ,... ..... ..... ' )..IJ• 1.345). Ho:~evcr, ·the 
( r-.!....,·· te 0°·) structure ~~p of the Red River ~ ~ - sh ctJ s that -the pro sent 
structural center is located just a fot.-J miles east of Williston. 
This indicates thcr-, the b:::sin CCl"'iter has migr~ted b~ck to the west 
1;1here it -w:as duri:nz Winr.i.ip3g (Middle Ordov-lcian) time. Ballard 
(1963, p. 35) sho~s the b~sin depocenter almost continuously mi-
grating :north~~st:-,.:Jrd from Red River w""ltil Dupero~ (Upper Devoni~n) 
The !Je::son anticline wQs app~rcntly active durir.g deposi-
tion of most of the upper Red River sedl.luents. Thinning over the 
Zanticline in the P inte1 ... val ir:dicates t,hot it, iias either undergoing 
slight uplift or retarded subsidence. A north-south structural 
cross section through Tioga ~nd E3av0r lodge F1elds of the Red P..iver 
Forr~tion illustr~tss the dramatic changes in both structural posi-
tion and stratigraphy o! tl:wt f err.ration ( Plate 15) • The Tiog~ Field 
is the structurally highest £i~ld on the Nasson anticlil1a, or.cl the 
~ields south of it are at progressively lower structural positions 
(perso113l corr..nu:nication, C. B. Folsom). It is int3resting to ob-
in facies o! the P interval. 
A cros~:: soct,ion of ti;o wells ·in E::cvor Lodge Field illuo-
( . ' ) Figure ~ • It is 
son well, reflect a very localized s~ructural feature in the Pre-
c::imbri.;::n basen:.ent. rocks .. ~Y:ho prccence of a kn.ob of high reliet · is 
ev-idenco by the thinni~g of 600 feet in the sequence from the bQse 
of the Red Ri vcr For::1::-.tio:i to tho .,c,op of tho Prec3mbrian in "this 
,,;ell. Th.is fe~rture probz.bly trei1ds nor-thenstuard, 1.r,hich is the 
trend of both Rod River ~nd Z-bdison-producir...g 1.~ells in ·t.he :field. 
This k:nob or linoam0nt hss been periodic~lly active throughout geo-
logic time. Ecwevcr, t!1e R intorval thickens over ·chis knob, indi-
c~ti:1g that uplift 't0JZS ter:J.porQ:rily halted, and t.he entire ~nticline 
appe~rcd to ce rel~tively i.~~ctivc since thcra is only slight thin-
FlGnc::-tod uplif-i:, occurred in the F interval, espcciclly 
on the above localized structm:-e where the interval thins 18 feet in 
only l 1/2 miles. 
Cedar Cree1c J .. nticli::!l 
The Cedar Creek anticlina w~s apparently inactive during the 
deposition of all upper Red River sediments, as shown by the uni.form 
thic knoss oi1. ;l 11 isopach t.!:?Jps. s~ndberg (1964, p. 37) also suggests 
thst the ancestral Ceder Creek anticline was inactive from }1i.ddle 
O:::dovician until ~te Silurian time tlnd subsided with the .rest ot 
the basin during th~t tima. 
b 
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FIGURE 4. - CROSS SECTiON SHOWING CORRELATION OF RED RIVER FORMATION IN TWO 
WELLS OF BEAVER LODGE FIELD. STRUCTURALLY HIGH PRODUCING WELL 
THINS IN ALL INTERVALS EXCEPT R WHICH THICKENS SLIGHTLY. 
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trend of ~forth Da kot.a • noted 
that ch~nge~ of fzcies commonly occur over the hinze lins in scvcr~l 
of the pre-Hississippion forn-~tio:1.13. This is apparently the c~~e in 
the upper Red River. I:1 the P interval, the lirr£stonas, dolor.rites, 
and evaporitos in the deeper b;:;isi11 change f~cios updip to fine grain-
ad, dense dolomite. This chz~ge occurs in a line tr:JJt roughly par-
allels the hinge line, but is ,;mst of it. Closer spacing of the con-
tour lines on the isop~chous r~ps of the three intervals and of the 
ccmbinod upper R~cl P..iver suggests the effect of the hinge line en 
sedimentation. Rowover, a study 0£ the formation in central and 
eastern IJort.h Dakota 1.vould give a clearer indication of its effect 
at that tiine .. 
Laird (1964, p .. l~O) r;1cted that structural trer..ds ~est of the 
hinge line are gensr~lly no1~;h or northwestsrly; east of that lir.e 
they are northerly, northeasterly ar almost east-~est. He also sug-
gestcd that these sre lines of ~eakness that ~~y have been reacti-
vated periodically over much of geologic time. A possible example 
of this is the recent earthquake in south-central North Dakota in 
July, 1968, ,~hich luld .i;lD i11t.e~1.si"c.y o! 4.5 on the Richter scale • 
.A strl2c·Gural high of unknmm size in south-central Mercer 
Cou1rty, called t!1.e n1.:ercer P.d.gh 11 is da!in.sd on the isopach ot the P 
interval. The Kelly Ill Lsutz, N!:J N.i Sec. 28, T. 1.42 N., R. 89 W., 
County that, i1cs defined by the pr.:c~nce of :J Uf'onstern i~-i the Ni:-.1.-
S~lisbury (1966, p. 37) found a thinnin3 in 
west-cet1tra 1 Herccr Coun-';:,y in the Poe c;4nd Morrison 17orrrntion.s. Ap-
parently, thi~ structural hieh w~s periodicslly ~ctive during geo-
logic time and r:.::q be related to movement in the basement rocks. 
Laird ,.., 9-"t ' l) 1.J.. 0"' p S, 'I. .... ' • • ... shewed numerous linear trends in south-centr~l 
Mercer County and believes that these trends, regardless of age, re-
fleet structural cor..ditions in the Precambrian basement • 
LJ.'he W~rd High is lcc~t3d in northern Ward Cour..:ty an.c is best 
defined on the P intcrv~l isei~ch (Pl~te 5) by thinrring of 20 t.o 30 
feet. It is also reflected in the F interv~l and total upper Red 
River isopachs by a structurc:31 nose trending scutht:Jest-nor-t,heast .• 
Fuller 1 s isopach (1961, pQ 1351) ot the combined upper Red River and 
lm~er Stony Mountain Formation also sh.ous a prominent structural 
nose in this area. 
Divide Lov?J 
In ·v1estern Divide County a srnsll structural low is "u~rked 
by thickened sections in the R and F interv~ls in the Pan lrn1erican 
#1 Raum, :N;.v S'ii Sec. 26, T. 162 M., R. 101 W. This wall is also 
structurally 60 feet lm>J to the well less than a mile from it. Ap-
parently, it is a localized feature and was not active until after 
deposition ot the P sedi.t~ents. 
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presc:1t in southern Billi:c:3::-; Couz-.. t.y. 
It is possible that t~1is bro~d ~1"1ticlir1sl structure e:;ct.ends L~to 
southern HcKenzie County, ~s chotm on the isopach of the upper Rod 
River Forn~tion (?lQte 4). Anderson (1966) also noted a nort,hw~rd 
plungi:cg .:.mticlin.al trand ba::ed on structure maps 011 the FT"yburg 
Pay (Missirwippian), Hinnokahta ~orrr.ation (Permian), and Mot-iry Shale 
(Cretaceous), eJ..--tending through t·Jestcrn Billings County. Sylisbur-J 
found this trend reflected in structure maps of the Jur~ssic 
System. Ee in.forzr:..ally terr.:sd it the n..1.nderson Eigh. u It appe~rs 
that this ~nticlin~l struct,u.re W.::ls most active during deposition of 
the Rand F sediments (Plates 4, 6, and 7). 
Formation t~ere X-royli:;d by tho di.fi'ract.ion rm:rthcd to dcter:r.i.nc their 
approxirr:..0te r:ri.ner~lo3ic~l coi:-(:ios:ition .. Using the gstnr'3 rZly-latero-
log as a guide, 150 core s.::m_:)los from 17 Red River i,,ells v,ere Zina-
lyzed. One of these uells, the Jhtsrada #1 E~e-Olson Unit, w~s cored 
through the complete upper River section. Results of the ~r.a-
lyses for this U'lell are shou~ on Pl~:d:,e 3, plotted opposite the zone 
}li1:oral compositioi'l is 
expressed in p31--ts p0r ten .si~::!:e they i.1ere evaluQted by an appro.xi-
mate, rapid, X-r~y r::0t.hod (F. R .. K~r:c.er, Dept. of Geology, Univ. ot 
!'7. Da k.). Only mi~erals typic~lly found in~ cQrbor.21te section ~ere 
cmalyse~, bu·~ did 11o·J.; give ~ represen·~tive composition due to t,he 
widi.3 intsrval included in t,he s2::ple cs tj3ll as cavings; these re-
cui-l::.s were ocittied. .Abundci:1ce of eccb. constituent "Was calcult:it,ec by 
comparing the relative height of the m3jor peak ot a mineral to that 
of a pure ~.o:-:1plo .. 
total of ~pproxirr~tely lOo~i. 
Prom --~hi~ study, the approrirraate composition, as well as the 
variation in composition of the upper Red Rivor units was obt~ined • 
'fhase results ere ., .... 
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TABLE l 
MINERAL COMPOSITION OF UPPER RED RIVER 
UNITS ANALYlED BY X-RAY METHODS 
-
Well Name, CompoaitioM Well Mame, Composition* 
Depth, Unit Anhy. Cale. Do).. Qtz. Feld. Depth, Unit Anhy. Calo. Dol. Qtz. Feld. 
Amerada /11 An1erada #9 
Iverson-Nelson N. D. "A" 
12690 :b' 6 4 T 13250 R1 at l 1. 2 
12700 F 15' 2t li" 4t 13275 Pu r 9! T 
12715 F T 9 1 T 13285 Pu 9·""- T T 
12735R2 T 10 T 13300 Pu T T 9t T \,A,) 
12756 R1 10 T T Amerada #1 
i-' 
12775 Base Jti Si 4t Ulven Unit 
12786 P3 4 6 13040 Pu 2t 7! T 
12800 Pu 11 BA:. T 13048 Pu 9t lt 2 
128.30 Pu T 9* T T 1305.5 Pu 10 T T 
12850 Pu T 9t T T 13065 Pu T T 9~- T "' ,J. 
1281S Pu t 9 T 13073 Pu 4! 5i T T 
12950 Low R.R. l 9 T 13080 Pu 9 1 T 
Amerada #9 13090 Pu T 1 9 T T 
N. D. 0A11 13100 Pu T T 9f T 
13176 F T 10 T T Amerada Ill 
13185 F 9t i- Bakken 
13194 R3 6 2 ! l 12980 Pu §" 9~ T 13215 ~ T 92 T 13000 Pu 9! T T 
13230 R1 t B! 1 T lj020 Pu l zt T T 1 034 Pu T 
*'.Expressed in parts per ten 




Well Name, Composition Well Name, Composition 
Depth, Unit Anhy. Calo. Dol. Qtz. Feld. Depth, .Unit Anhy. Calo. Dol. Qtz. Feld. 
Texas #1 Texas #1 
Garland Donahue 
12997 ~ 9f T f 13930 R3 10 13020 R1 10 T T 13940 R3 9 l 
13040 P3 8 l T 13960 R1 10 T 
Amerada #l 13975 R1 1t a T T 
Antelope A 13990 ~ l Bi T 
13110 F 7! 2f T 14010 T 9~~ T 
13130 F 5 3 T 14020 Pu 9 1 t 2 w 
13145 F 10 T Shell #14-13-14 
I'\) .. 
13150 F T 9f T 'i' 8240 F t 5 4! T 
1316o F 10 8275 R2 T 9~· 'l' .J.. a 
13174 F T 2 8 T 8290 R1 Bf l ~ 2 
13180 ~ 9t l,. 8310 R1. t 2 7! T T 2 
13195 R2 9 1 T 8328 R1 l t 9 
13225 R 6 4 t 8344 Pu T 9d.. T T 2 
13240 ~ 9f T T 8355 Pu 9-k T T 
13250 7 3 8368 Pu 2 7! l. T 
13258 PG 
2 
10 T 8385 Pu 1 Bi t T 
Texas #1 8410 Pu 10 T T 
Donahue 6451 Pu T 5 5 T 
l386o F 9 t !. 8464 Pu i 6 3t T 2 
13880 F 7 2ft .J.. Shell l/h2-3A-9 2 
13890 F i 9! T T 8170 F 3 2 3 2 
13898 F 9 T l 8180 F T l! 8 l. T 2 
13920 F 7 T 8195 R3 3 5 .L l 2 
TABIE 1--Continued 
Well Name Composition Well Name, Composition 
Depth, Unit .Anhy. Cale. Dol. Qtz. Feld. Depth, Unit Anhy. Cale. Dol. Qtz. Feld. 
Shell #42-3A-9 Hunt #3 
8235 R1 ! 2 7 T .l NPRR 2 
8252 P3 l 5 3} J.. 11430 P3 49 51 2 8280 Pu 4 52 T i 11470 Pu 95 3 2 
8300 Pu 10 T T 11525 Pu 96 3 
8320 Pu T 9! T T 11535 Pu 95 3 
·8335 Pu T 7 3· T Carter #1 
8356 Pu T 4 4t T lt N. Dak. 8378 Pu 4! 5 T 65].o ~-- l 77 21 l ~ 
6530 R
2 
6 74 26 2 2 
~ 
Samples analyzed by detailed X-ray method 656o R1 2 91 5 2 
Composition (100%)** 6640 Pu 3 2 87 6 2 
Hunt #1 6910 Lo,, R. R. 56 41 l 2 
USA-8 Gulf #1 
ll2h7 R1 96 3 l B. PieITe 
11286 P3 90 10 12841 R2 7 89 l 3 
11300 PJ 19 72 9 l 12939 Pu 99 l 
11332 Pu 88 9 3 12960 Pu 2 96 l ·1 
11370 Pu 84 14 2 T 13000 Pu 95 l 4 
11395 Pu 17 Bo l 2 
11400 Pu 1' l 89 4 6 
11405 Pu 2 94 2 2 
Hunt #3 
NPRR 
11375 ~ 4 l 91 l 3 
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A relationship can be seen between mineral composition and 
porosity (laterolog resistivity) in the Red River section (Plate 
J). Zones· of high porosity (low resistivity) are generally com-
posed or a high percentage of dolomite; those with low porosity 
(high resistivity) are either limestone or anhydrite. The arhy-
drite can be distinguished by ito stratigraphic position and the 
· presence of marker beds above and below it on the gamma ray log. 
Table 2 indicates that the anhydrite beds are typically.as-
sociated uith dolomites, which is a common relationship. _The two 
~jor limestone units, the F and Hi, ara typically of dolomitic 
limestone, containing 20-35_percent dolomite. However, the Fin-
terval contains the A zone, which is commonly a pure dolomite. 
Microscopic Analysis 
Sixty thin sections were prepared from cores ot the upper 
Red River Formation to determine the ·texture and composition of 
these units. The X-ray analyse·s were used to aid in identifying 
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minerals in thin section. Selected thin sections were then photo-
graphed and are illustrated in Figure 5 and 6. 
~orosi~ Develoement 
From X-ray, microscope and sonic log studies, it is con-
cluded that the greatest porosity in the Red River Formation occurs 
where secondary, rhombic dolomite baa been formed. Values of poro-
sity in some zones reach 25 percent, determined from the sonic log, 
but rarely exceed 20 percent. The ''B" zone typically has the high-
est porosity of any zone and consists of 90-100 percent dolomite. 
Murray {196o, p. 66) stated that, quantitatively the most 
important North American carbonate pore type in terms of oil and 
gas production is found in sucrosic dolomite. However, the origin 
of dolomite and the process of dolomitization has been a mystary of 
geology and is little understood. Daffey.s, et al. {1965) found 
dolomite being formed today in supratidal flats of arid climates in 
association with waters that have been evaporated to the stage of 
precipitation of gypsum. The significance of this is that the pre-
" cipitation ot gypsmu causes a significant rise in the magnesium to 
calcium ratios ot tha waters, thus favoring the replacement ot cal-
cium carbonate minerals by dolomite. Thus, the common association 
of dolomite and anhydrite results. 
Weyl (196o) suggested that sucrosic dolomite is formed b7 
the growth of randomly oriented, uni.:f'ormly-aized dolomite euhedra, 
followed by dissolution of the nonreplaced calcite. Rocks that are 
undergoing dolomitization initially show a slight decre~se in poro-





Figure ~.--Photom.icrographs of upper Red River cores. 
A. Fine grained dolomite (Pu unit: A.P.C.-Ulven~ 13,048 1 ). 
B. Fossiliferous limestone (R1 uI1J...t Texas-Donanue 13 975'). 
C. Anhydrite replacin~ fossil in_ doiomitic limestofe (a1 unit, Socony-Jacobs 2 10,257'). D. Galena inclusion associated with anhyurite (white) in fine 









6.--Photomicrographs of upper Red River cores. 
Coarse rhombic dolomite in contact with partially dolomitized 
fossiliferous limestone (Pu unit, A.P.C.-Ulven, 13,100 1 ). 
Stringer of coarse dolomite in finer gra ined dolomite matrix 
(Pu unit, A.P.C.-Antelope A, 13,258 1 ). 
Contact of dolomite and fossiliferous limestone (Pu unit, 
Shell L2-3A-9, 8378 •.). 
Contact of dolomite and limestone sepa ra ted by anhydrite 
(Pu unit, Shell 14-13-14, 8410 1 ). 
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As the dolomite content increases, the porosity and permaability sho'"' 
a marked increase. 
It is believed that the process of dolondtization is the 
most important process that formed ·t.he porous, secc,ndary dolomite 
zones in the upper Red River Formation. 
PRODUCTION HISTORY 
General 
There are presently eight oil fields producing from the Red 
River Formation in North Dakota and a ninth that was abandoned. 
The Red River discoverJ tiell was the Amerada #1 Iverson-lielson Unit, 
NE Sec. 2, T. 155 N., R. 96 w., in Beaver Lodge Field, discovered 
on December 3, 1957, but originally completed as a dual producer in 
the Devonian and Silurian. The largest Red River oil field in North 
Dakota, the Cedar Creek, in Boww.an County, was discovered in l9c0 
and has produced approximately 80 percent of the Red River oil in 
the sta~e to date. However, with the discovery of' four new fields 
·in the past two years, their total monthly production nov exceeds 
the monthly production from the Cedar Creek Field. The newly dis-
covered Red River pool in Tioga Field, which is still being de-
veloped, could*possibly surpass the Cedar Creek monthly production 
in the near future. Table 3 shoYs the production statistics for 
all Red River pools in North Dakota through May, 1968. 
Total cumulative gas production from the Red River rorma-
tion through January 1, 1968, was 22,206,645 MOF, with 96 percent 















PRODUCTION STATISTICS FOR RED RIVER POOLS 
IN NORTH DAKOTA THROUGH MAY, 1968* 
Discovery API Approx. daily 
Wells date Gravity average/well 
3 Dae., 1957 54.2° ------------1 Jan., 1958 31.3° 20 BOPD 
l Feb., 1958 34.0° P&A 
35 Feb., 1960 29.00 .50 BOPD 
l Apr., 1963 ,0.9° 16 BOPD 
2 July, 1966 47.5° 130 BOPD 
1 Oct., 1966 49.QO 130 BOPD 
l May, 1967 45.o0 28 BOPD 
J Aug., 1967 50.1° 365 BOPD 
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Total cumul. 
















Lower Red Fiver Fonr..ation 
The first oil production from lorJer Red River beds in :Morth 
Dakota was in the Amerada #B-1 Ives, in the Tioga Field, completed 
on January 2, 1968. It flo·wed 225 barrels of oil in 12 1/b hours 
after being perforated and acidized in the uFn zone. The only ct.her 
well that has been tested in this zone was the Amerada #1 Boe-Olson 
in Beaver Lodge Field, 15 miles south of the Ives well. It fl.owed 
331 barrels of salt ~ater with a trace 0£ oil in 8 hours. 
· Most Red R.i. ver wells in the state are not drilled to this 
zone because the lower Red River is typically' dense and had no pro-
duction unti.l 1968. !fo~~ever, along tha l!ssson anticline, several 
·wells have good porosity developed in t.,."le "F'' zc1.1e (Plate 15). 
The "E" zone (Plate 2) does not produce oil in the state but 
vas tested in the Hunt ll USA-8, NE Si Sec. 8, T. 136 N., R. 101 w., 
Eleven Bar Field, Slope County. On drill stem test, 15 barrels ot 
oil and 23 barrels of water were recovered after 3 hours of swabbing, 
but it was not completed in that zone. 
Upper Red River Formation 
The four porosity zones in the upper Red River, "A, n "B," 
"C, 11 and nnn are all productive in various parts of the state. 
Table 4 shows the producing zones in various wells from Red River 
pools in Morth Dakota. It indicates that the r,A u and "B" zones are 
the most productive along the Cedar Creek anticline, and the 0 0" 
and "D" are more productive along the Nasson anticline. In general, 
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the "B, u uc," and unn zones produce in a wide area ot the state, but 
the "A" zone is litrl.ted to the Cedar Creek area. 
TABIE 4 
POROSITY ZONES IN THE RED RIVER FORMATION 
THAT PRODUCE OIL IN NORTH DAKOTA 
Field County Well Name Producing Zones 
Beaver Lodge Williams Amerada #1. Iverson-Nelson C,D 
Amerada #3 B.L.O.U. D 
Little Missouri Bowman Carter #1 Johns.on A,B 
Writing Rock Divide Karr-McGee :/fl Johnson C,D 
t:"" 
Cedar Creek Bo-wman Shell #23-35B-21 A,B,O \..t,,) 
Shell #43-lOA-4 B,c,D 
Shell #42-3A-9 A,B 
Shell #14-13-14 B,C 
Fryburg Billings Ame~ada #8 Scoria C,D 
Eleven Bar Slope Hunt #1 USA-8 B 
Hu~t #1 N.P.R.R. ·B D , 
Buffalo Creek Stark Texaco #1 ~TCT-Schank B 
Medicine Pole Hills Bowman Hodges #1 Hestekin B 
Tioga Williams Amerada #2 Lalim B,C,D 
Amerada #B-l Ives B,C,D.,F 
ECONOMIC GEOLCGY 
Known Oil Fields 
The Red River Formation produces oil in eight fields through-
out western North Dakota. Most o.f' the known oil occurrences are lo-
cated along the two major anticlines in the state, the Cedar Creek 
in Bowman County and the Messon in Williams County. 
Characteristics of Red River oil fields in North Dakota are 
the following: 
1. Most accumulat,ions are located in structural "highs." 
2. The pay zones are the four porosity zones, consisting 
primarily.of dolomite. · 
J. Effective seals are p~esent over each porosity zone; 
the R3 and P3 anhydrites provide an upper seal for oil in the Band C zones; the Stony Mountain Formation 
seals the A, and dense limestones seal the D zone. 
4. Permeability barriers apparently surround or are adja-
cent to many fields. In Eleven Bar, Fryburg, and Buf-
falo Creek Fields., offset 1,ells that are structurally 
higher than producing wells, are nonproductive. It ia 
interpreted that the barrier is caused by either an up-
dip change in texture or lithology. 
S. Abrupt facies changes in both producing and non-pro-
ducing inter·vals occur in several fields. An example 
of this is in the Eleven Bar Field , where the middle 
dense limestone unit of Pu in the producing well, 
changes to a very porous dolomite in the dry hole. 
6. Some fields appear to be related to structures in the 
Precambrian basement rocks. An example of this is the 
Beaver I..odge Field. 
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Future Possibilities 
Most of the present exploration for Red River oil is based 
on seismic information, since stratigraphic control is sparse. The 
most favorable area in North Dakota appears to be along the Montana 
border in McKenzie and Golden Valley Counties, just 20 miles east 
of the prolific Fairview and BI-orson Fields. The few wells that 
have been drilled in that area all had either shows or small re-
coveries of oil in the Red River. 
The most favorable area in central North Dakota appears to 
be in Ward County, between the Ward High and the hinge line. Pe-
riodic structural activity in this area could have produced suffi-
cient structure to trap oil. The most favorable zone would be the 
"B~" which is very persistent and uniform throughGut western North 
Dakota. It is possible that oil could have migrated updip into 
structures in central North Dakota with the shale of the Stony 
Mountain Formation as an upper seal. 
Structural highs, such as the one in Beaver Lodge Field, 
could be locat~d anywhere in the Williston Basin and provide a trap 
for oil accumulation. 
The Red River Formation is likely to become one of the most 
important producing intervals in the Williston Basin. At ~resent, 
it holds the record for the highest initial production from a single 
'Well in the basin. The ~..iami Ill Dynneson in Richland County, Mon-
tana, discovered in 1968, had an initial flowing production ot 2960 
barrels of oil per day (Petroleum Information, JJ.tly, 1968). Several 
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others in that area have recently been developeq, producing over 
500 barrels of oil per da7. 
With further drilling, new Red Ri. ver fields will likely be 
discovered in North Dakota and increase the economic importance 0£ 
that rock unit im..~~nsely. 
SUMMARY 
The upper Red River Formation consists of cyclic sedimen-
tary rocks ·r1hich can be divided into three distinct intervals on 
the basis of mechanical log studies. In ascending order they are 
the P, R, and F intervals, which consist of alternating sequences 
o! dolomites, limestones, and anhydri tea. Four principal porosity 
zones are recognized in the upper Red River Formation. Based on 
x~ray and thin section studies, the porosity zones consist predomi-
nantly of secondary, recrystalized dolomite, All zones produce oil 
. in various parts of western !forth Dakota. The nA 11 and "B". zones 
are most productive along the Cedar Creek anticline, and the 110" 
and nnn zones are most productive along the Nasson anticline. Cor-
relation of these zones throughout -western ?forth Dakota illustrate 
·the uniform sedimentation during Red River time. 
Facies changes occur mostly within the P interval and are 
ot two types. One type is an updip change from the limestones and 
dolomites away from the basin center. The other .tacies type is an 
abrupt change· from dense limestones to porous dolomites apparentl7 
near structural highs. 
The Nessen anticline ~as the major structural feature af-
fecting Red River sedimentation. other positive areas defined from 
isopach data are the basin hinge line, the Ward and Mercer Highs, 
and the Billings Nose. A 1';:nob of high relief' in Beaver Lodge Field 
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with relief exceeding 6oo feet on the Precambrian was periodically 
active and is indicated by thinning in the P and F intervals and 
thickening in the R interval over the knob. The depocenter in up-
per Red River time was in northeastern Dunn County where the unit 
reaches a maximum thickness of 264 feet. 
Future exploration.of the Red River Formation in western 
North Dakota will undoubtedly increase in the future because of the 
recent prolific discoveries in that area. The most promising area 
appears to be in western McKenzie and Golden Valley Counties, just 
east of the prolific producers in .Montana. The shallower areas 
near the hinge line in central North Dakota, with drilling depths 
of 7500-8500 feet, should not be overlooked for Red River oil pro-
duction. 
APPENDIX 
Wells are listed by counties and by North Dakota Geological 
survey numbers. All drill stem test and core information is from the 
Red River Formation. Core descriptions are given only for wells -used 
in the fence diagram but all cored intervals are listed. The tops of the 
strata are given as depth in feet from the Kelly Bushing. 
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dry and abandoned 
initia 1 production pumping 
initial production flowing 







heavily oil cut 
heavily gas cut 
slightly gas cut 
gas to surface 
oil to surface 
water cushion to surface 
barre ls oil per day 
barrels water per day 
wire line test 
recovered 
does not reach 
Red River Formation 
R interval of upper Red River Formation 






Well Number: N. D. 291 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol._ Corp. #1 H. May 
Location: NW NE 9-139-100 Comp.: 9-24-53 
K. B. : 2 7 7 4 T. D. : 13 3 2 5 Status in R R: D & A 
DST: (1) 1237 5-12444, packer failed. 
~ (2) 12368-12446, packer failed, rec. 1860' WC, 460' GCWC, 
reversed out 1755 1 GCWC with light scum and rainbow oil, 
585' GCWC, no oil, 585' gray GCW with slight salty taste 
and slightly OC, 936' GCSW, 234' GCM, 507' M. 
(3) 12354-12446, rec. 1600 1 HGCWC, reversed out 3400' ·HGC 
WC, 900' MGCW with scum oil, salty, 1069' GCSW, 100 1 
GCM, 590 1 SM. 
Cores: 12300-318; 12386-444. 
Tops: RR: 12212 R: 12250 P: 12314 Base P: 12438 
Well Number: N. D. 555 
\,Vell Name: Stanolind #1 Northwest Improvement Co. 
Location: SE SE 17-143-100 Comp.: 8-28-54 
K.B.: 2815 T.D.: 13888 Status in RR: D &A 
DST: (1) 13489-528, rec. 16 7 4 1 M. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 12018; others not picked. 
Well Number: N. D. 1678 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #2 Scoria Unit 
Location: SW SW 2-139-101 Comp.: 8-26-63 
K. B. : 2 6 3 4 T. D. : 12 2 2 3 Status in R R: D & A 
DST: (1) 12176-233, tool stuck, left 700' drill collar and test tool in 
hole. 
Cores: 12178-233 
Tops: R R: 12018; others not picked, not logged. 
Well Number: N. D. 2853 
Well Name: Shell-N. P. 41X-5-l Fed. 
Location: NE NE 5-143-101 Comp.: 7-26-61 
K. B.: .2578 T. D.: 13018 Status in RR: D & A 
12§.1: (1) 12812-920, misrun. 
(2) 12684-920, rec. 188' WCM, 354' sul. water, no oil. 
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cores: None 
~RR: 12774 T: 12822 
Well Number: N. D. 3268 
P: 12880 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol Corp. #8 Scoria Unit 
Location: NE SvV 10-139-101 Comp.: 9-26-63 
Base P: 13 008 
K. B.: 2540 T. D.: 13750 Status in RR:· Oil 
~. zones: C & D IPF: 101 BOPD, 14 1/2 BWPD; RR perfs: 
1207 0-086 
DST: (1) 11914-967, rec. 1636' SW. 
(2) 12017-116, WTS 75 min., GTS 82 min., gauged 3-5 MMCF 
GPD with good spray oil, rec. 1286' oil, 47. 7°, 60' HOC 
MW, 30' SW. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 11901 R: 11944 
Well Number: N. D. 3746 
Well Name:. Davis-Kevin Federal #1 
P: 12005 
Location: SW SW 10-138-100 Comp.: 2-6-65 
Base P: 12132 
K. B. : 2 814 T. D. : 12 2 7 0 Status in R R: D & A 
DST: None 
WLT: (1) 12161-164, rec. 12000 c. c. SW with scum dull yellow white 
fluorescence. 
Cores: None 
~ops: RR: 12000 R: 12040 P: 12102 Base P: 12228 
Well Number: N. D. 3927 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #1 USA-Hodge 
Location: NW NE 21-139-101 Comp.: 12-6:-65 
K. B.: 2548 T. D.: 12141 Status in.RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 11872-960, rec. 840' black sulfur water. 
(2) i2015-041, rec. 105 1 GCM with trace gas. 
(3) 12041-092, rec. 510' MSW. 
Gores: None 
Tops: RR: 11877 R: 11920 
Well Number: N. D. 4254 
P: 11978 
Well Name: Pan American-USA McCauley "B" 
Location: SE NW 28-137-100 Comp.: 7-10-67 
Base P; 12106 
K. B. : 2864 T. D. : 11865 Status in RR: D & A 
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. I)ST: (1) 11647-687, rec. 465' G & MCSW, 3162' GCSW. 
· ~es: None 
~RR: 11628 R: 11660 P: 11721 Base P: 11852 
BOTTINEAU COUNTY 
We l1 Number: N. D. 3 8 
Well Name: California - #1 B. 
Location: SW SE 31-160-81 
Thompson 
K. B. : 15 2 6 T. D. : 8 2 7 2 ----- --
DST: None 
~es: 7286-7336; 7685-7735 
Tops: R R: 7244 R: 7289 
Well Number: N. D. 64 
Well Name: Hunt #1 Olson 
Location: SW NW 18-163-77 
K. B. : 15 2 0 T. D. : 6 4 2 0 
DST: None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 5610 R: 5626 
Well Number: N. D. 110 
Well Name: Lion if:l Huss 
Location: NW NW 23-163-75 
K. B. : 2 2 05 • T. D. : 6 6 4 4 
DST: None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 5660 R: 5676 
Well Number: N. D. 286 
Well Name: Lion if:l H. Erickson 
Location: SW SE 32-164-78 
K.B.: 1539 T.D .. : 5824 
DST:. None 
Cores: 5753-5803; 5809-5824 
Tops: RR: 5732 R: 5754 
Comp.: 2-6-52 
Status in R R: D & A 
P: 7351 Base P: 7 446 
Comp.: 6-19-52 
Status in R R: D & A 
, P: 5665 Base P: 5756 
Comp.: 9-8-52 
Status in R R: D & A 
P: 5712 Base P: 5780 
Comp.: 5-3-53 
Status in R R: D & A 
P: 5798 · Base P: DR 
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We 11 Number: N. D. 1968 
Well Name: Calvert #1 Hanson 
Location: SW NvV 30-163-78 
K. B.: 1513 T. D. : 6064 
Comp.: 9-2-58 




Tops: RR: 5888 R: 5908 P: 5950 Base P: 6050 
Well Number: N. D. 2219 
Well Name: California #4 Bert Henry 
Location: C SE SW 6-161-79 ·comp.: 5-7-59 
fulh_: 1494 T. D.: 7295 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 6370 R: 6408 P: 6448 
BOWMAN COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 485 
Well Name: Hunt-Brooks #1 State 
Base P: 6550 
Location: C NW NW 16-129-104 Comp.: 4-2-54 
K. B.: 3212 T. D.: 10016 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 9175-9220, rec. 3870 1 gas, 15' dark brown free oil; 175' 
VHOCM, 990' OCWC, 570' SOCSW. 
(2) 9270-9332, rec. 60' SO & GCMW, 270 1 SM\iV with trace oil, 
270 1 SMW. 
(3) 9350-9402, GTS, 2 hrs. 25 min., rec. 90 1 free oil, 180 1 G & 
MCO, 1501 0 & GCM, 90' HO & GCMW, 270 1 SO & GCSW, 
540 1 SW with some oil, 90 1 SW. 
(4) 9400-9460, rec. 240 1 MSW, 780 1 SW. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 9158 R: 9190 
Well Number: N.D. 516 
P: 9240 
Well Name: Western Natural Gas-Truax Traer 
Base P: 9360 
Location: NW SW 13-132-102 Comp.: 4-9-54 
K.B.: 3074 T.D.: 10635 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 10417-445, rec~ 270 1 very slightly SWCM, 1980 1 SOCSW. 
(2) 10584-628, rec. 180 1 SW 
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Cores: 10415-445; 10492-525; 10582-628 
...;:;...--
102s: RR: 10400 R: 10434 P: 10487 Base P: 10612 
Well Number: N. D. 1446 
Well Name: Snowden-#1 Morrison 
Location: SE SW 34-130-103 Comp.: 7-11-57 
K. B. : 3 0 2 8 T. D. : 9 5 5 2 Status in R R: D & A 
DST: (1) 9268-350, rec. 1440' SGCWC, 370 1 G & SOCM. 
- (2) 9273-352, rec. 475' SG & WCM with trace oil, 650' SG & 
MCW with trace of oil. 
Cores: None 
Tops: R R: 9277 R: 9310 P: 9366 BaseP: 9478 
Well Number: N. D. 1575 
Well Name: Carter-Shell #1 Johnson 
Location: NW SW 9-129-106 Comp.: 1-6-58 
K. B.: 2953 T. D. : 8980 Status in RR: Oil 
Prod. zones: A, B IPP: 195 BOPD, 19 BWPD Perfs: 8206-
8221; 8231-8248 
DST: (1) 8189-211, rec. 10' free oil. 
(2) 8229-244, rec. 900' gas, 240' HO & GCM. 
(3) 8290-332, rec. 660 1 SM & GCW (rainbow of oil). 
· (4) 8360-410, rec. 4750' SM & GCW with trace oil. 
Cores: (1) 8211-221; 8226-244; 8305-332 
Tops: RR: 8198 R: 8232 P: 8288 Base P: 8400 
Well Number: N. D. 2761 
Well Name: Sheil 43X-l OA-4 Gov't. 
Location: NE SE 10-130-107 Comp.: 3-7-61 
K. B.: 3025 T. D.: 8397 Status in R R: Oil 
Prod. zones: B,C,D IPP: 121BOPD, 21BWPD Perfs: 8215-
217; 8267-269; 8295-297; 8356-358 
DST: None 
Cores: 8175-8397 
Tops: R R: 8170 R: 8198· P: 8264 Base P: 8387 
Well Number: N. D. 2961 
Well Name: Shell-Gov't Unit #42-3A-9 
Location: SE NE 3-130-107 Comp.: 9-6-61 · 
K. B.: 2962 T. D. : 845.0 Status in R R: Oil 
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zones: A, B IPP: 282 BOPD, 1 BWPD Perfs: 817 7-179; 
8207-209 
None 
8157-172, rec. 1' shale, 11' dol., poor spotty oil stain, 2 1/2' 
dol. 
8174-234, rec. 5' ls., 4 1/2 dol., vertical fracs. 80-82, 4' 
dol., oil stain; 11/2 1 dol., shale lams., 3 1 dol., oil stain, 
3' dol., 12' dol., with good oil stain, 4' dol., oil stain, 3 1 
dol. with oil stain, 5 1 dol., oil stain, 10' dol., med-large 
vugs and fracs, 3' ls. , large vugs, trace pin point porosity, 
oil stain. 
8234-294, rec. 5' ls., vuggy with trace of oil stain, I 1/2' ls., 
4 1/2 1 ls. , vuggy, trace oil stain, 11' dol. , trace oil stain, 
7 1/2' dol., oil stain, 7 1 anhydrite, 5 1/2' dol. , 100% oil 
stain, 5 1/2' dol., few vertical fracs, oil stained, 1 1/2' an-
hydrite, l' dol., oil stained, 3 1/2 1 dol., 9 0% oil stained, 
5 1/2 1 dol., oil stained. 
8294-354, rec. 21' dol., with spotty oil stain, 6 1 dol., 70% 
oil stain, 2 1 dol., 6 1 ls., oil stain, 10 1 ls., 7 1 dol., oil stain, 
slightly vuggy at 344-46, 8 1 dol., trace pin point porosity, 
good oil stain. 
8354-3 79, rec. l' ls., 3' dol., oil stained, 5' dol., mottled 
with ls., spotty shows, bleeding at 8360, 3' dol., oil stained, 
SW, 1 ~' do l. , oil stained, SW, 2' ls. , mottled with dol. , 
slightly oil stained, bleeding. 
Tops: RR: 8158 R: 8200 P: 8252 Base P: 8370 
Well Number: N. D. 3046 
Well Name: Shell-Crawford Gov't Unit 14-13A-14 
Location: SW SW .13-130-107 Comp.: 1-7-62 
K. B.': 3008 T. D.: 8490 Status in R R: Oil 




Tops: RR: 8228 R: 8262 
Well Number: N. D. 3144 
P: 8322 
Well Name: Shell-Antelope Butte #23-351;3-21 
Base P: 8436 
Location: NE SW 3.5-131-107 Comp.: 8-9-62 
K.B.: 2993 T.D.: 8596 StatusinRR: Oil 
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A, B, C IPP: 200 BOPD, 74 BWPD Perfs: 8342-
344; 8346-348; 8369-372; 8377-379; 8466-468 
05T: None 
~es: 8322-423 
~RR: 8325 R: 8364 P: 8418 Base P: 8536 
well Number:. N. D. 3514 
Well Name: Shell-Gov't 43-30C-43 
Location: NE SE 30-130-106 Comp.: 3-13-64 
K.B.: 2950 T. D.: 8525 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 8276-330, rec. 101' watery mud with trace oil. 
~es: 8296-357 
Tops: RR: 8266 R: 8293 P: 8358 Base P: 8468 
· Well Number: N. D. 4143 
Well Name: Hodges Inc. il Hestekin 
Location: NE NE 15-130-104 Comp.: 7-17-67 
K.B.: 3179 T.D.: 9735 Status inR R: Oil 
Prod. zones: B !PP: 170 BOPD, 12 BWPD Perfs: 9503-505 
_Q§I: (1) 9490-510, GTS 1 hr. 45 min., .rec. 2500' 0 & GCWC (30% 
oil), 90' gassy oil, 270' SOCSW. 
(2) 9639-659, rec. 626' M & GCSW. 
Cores: 9422-482 
Tops: RR: 9462 R: 9500 P: 9550 Base P: 9663 
DIVIDE COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 1443 
yven Name: Dakamont #1 Jacobson 
_Location: SW NE 6-162-96 Comp.: 1-10-58 
K. B. : 19 4 9 T. D. : 11515 Status in R R: D & A 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 10828 R: 10885 
Well Number: N. D. 1546 
P: 10934 
Well Name: Kerr McGee-#1 Johnson Estate 
Location: NE NW 34-162-101 Comp.: 4-26-58 
Base P: 11056 
K. B.: 2259 T. D.: 11782 Status in R R: Originally Oil, 
-- -- nowP &A 
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Prod. zones: C, D IPP: 152 BOPD, 102 BWPD Perfs: 11256-
280; 11312-326 
12§1.: (1) 11262-280, rec. 4 gals. free oil, 180' OCWC, 240' MCSW. 
(2) 11236-300, rec. 1760' gas in pipe, 50' free oil, 90' HO & 
GCWC, 90' SO & GCWC, 1320 1 GCWC, 720 1 GCDF. 
(3) 11363-417, rec. 315 1 mud. 
Cores: (described by author) 
11130-35, Limestone, dark brown, cryptocrystalline, dense, 
brachiopods abundant, few calcite crystals in vugs. 
11135-37, Limestone, medium-dark brown, microcrystal line, 
fossils present. 
11137-43, Limestone, medium brown, fine-med. crystalline, 
brachiopods abundant, calcite inclusions. 
11280-83, Dolomite, granular, light-medium brown, some vuggy 
porosity, bryozoans, dead oil stain, mottled at 82. 
11283-87, Dolomite, dark brown, microcrystal line, few fossils, 
large fractures filled with white granular dolomite, very porous, 
dead oil stain, some vuggy porosity. 
11287-88, Dolomite, medium brown, becoming limy. 
11288-91; Limestone, dark brown, microcrystalline, vugs filled 
with calcite. 
11291-93, Limestone, medium brown, microcrystalline, dense, 
no porosity. 
11293-94, Dolomite, medium brown, microcrystalline, vugs 
filled with white earthy dolomite, very good in.tergranui?r po-
rosity. 
11294-96, Limestone, medium brown, microcrystalline. 
11296-300, Dolomite, medium to dark brown, crystalline, 
sandy texture, friable, vugs filled with calcite crystals. 
11359-62, Limestone, light to medium brown, microcrystalline, 
mottled, fossils, calcite crystals present. 
11362-65, Limestone, light brown, microcrystalline, earthy, 
mottled with dark blotches of dolomite, microcrystalline. 
11365-69, Limestone, as above, becoming more dolomitic. 
11369-71, Limestone, medium brown, crystalline, very dolo-
mitic, breaks in subspherical, massive pattern, grumulose (?). 
11371-80, Limestone, light-medium brown, granular, dolo-
mitic with good intergranular porosity. 
Il380-90, Limestone, light brown, crystalline, dolomitic, 
earthy at 85, some vugs filled with calcite. 
11390-96, Limestone, light to medium brown, finely crystal-
line to earthy, fair intergranular porosity. 
11396-97, Dolomite, light to medium brown, cryptocrystalline, 
vugs filled with shite earthy dolomite. 
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11397-402, Limestone, medium to dark brown, dense, dolo-
mitic. 
11402-407, Limestone, light to medium brown, crystalline, 
slightly mottled, vugs filled with calcite, slightly dolomitic, 
some blotches of dark dolomite, dense. 
11407-411, Limestone, medium brown, granular, slightly do-
lomitic. 
11411-417, Limestone, light to medium brown, crystalline, 
becoming dolomitic at 17, vugs filled with white granular do-
lomite. 
ToQs: RR: 1113.0 R: 11183 P: 11227 Base P: 11344 
Well Number: N. D. 2010 
Well Name: Carter #1 Moore 
Location: NW NE 7-163-102 Comp.: 12-30-58 
K. B.: 2207 T. D.: 11040 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 1025 0-492, .rec. 800' mud. 
- (2) 10492-550, rec. 260' MCWC, 740' M, 210' SMCSW. 
(3) 10550-585, rec. 3330' M, 990' SW with scum of oil. 
Cores: 10532-550; 10561-585 
Tops: RR: 10390 R: 10446 P: 10488 Base P: 10596 
-Well Number: N. D. 4423 
Well Name: Pan American #1 Raaum 
Location: 'NW SW 26-162-101 Comp.: 7-2-68 
K. B.: 2236 T. D .. : 11500 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 11315-355, rec. 1676' SW, 370' MSW. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 11168 R: 11228 P: 11274 Base P: 11391 
Well Number: N. D. 505 
Well Name: Socony Vacuum-Dvorak F-42-6-P 
Location: SE NE 6-141-94 Comp.: 5-22-54 
K. B.: 2296 T. D.: 12556 Status in RR: D & A 
12§.I: None 
Cores: 12298-356, rec. 14' dark gray, argillaceous, dense, dol. ls., 
highly fossiliferous, some fracs, 20' dark brown and tan, derse, 
dol. ls., with irregular fracs .. , calcareous, crystalline, algal 
fracs, some black residue, 7 1 light brown, dense, do 1., with 
trace fracs., good show of oil and good fluorescence and cut 
on algal fracs., sonie styloites filled with black residue, 7' 
very hard, dark brown, dense dol. ls., with dead oil residue, 
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algal s tylo lites, last 6 11 brown-black anhydrite, crysta Hine to 
dense dol. ls., bleeding oil with good fluorescence and cut. 
12356-371, rec. 15'; 1/2' brown, fine crystalline ls., with 
gray yellow fluorescence and cut, bleeding oil, 2' gray brown 
dense anhydrite, 2' gray, dense, argillaceous dol., 10 1/2' 
gray, brown, dense anhydrite. 
12371-429, rec. 58'; 2' gray brown, dense anhydrite, 3' brown, 
very fine crystalline, earthy dol., 1' brown, fine sucrosic dol., 
71 brown very fine crysta Hine ls. , with tan anhydrite, 2' brown, 
very fine crystalline, earthy dol., 6' brown, cryptocrystalline 
ls., with much dead, black residue, trace live, spotty, good 
fluorescence, good cut, very slight porosity, 2' brown, cryp-
tocrystalline ls., 6' brown, cryptocrysta Hine ls., with good 
scattered fluorescence, 3' light brown, dense anhydrite. 
12499-466, rec. 37'; 3 1/2' brown, dense, anhydrite, little 
cryptocrystalline Ls., 11/2' light brown, dense, earthydol., 
1' brown, very fine to cryptocrysta lline ls. with some dead 
black residue, 4' light brown, dense, earthy dol., 4' brown, 
cryptocrystalline ls., with some dead black .residue, 3' brown, 
dense anhydrite, 2' brown, dense anhydrite with interbedded 
cryptobrystalline ls., 6' brown, dense, earthy dol., 2' light 
tan, very soft ls. with little dull fluorescence and cut. 
12466-513, rec. 45'; l' brown, dense, dol., 5' brown, litho-
graphic ls. , 3' brown, lithographic ls. with spotty fluores-
cence, 11' brown, lithographic ls., with yellow fluorescence 
on algal fracs., 11' as above with dead black residue, 5' 
brown, lithographic ls., with little very spotty fluorescence 
and cut, 2' brown, lithographic ls., with scattered dead black 
residue, l' brown lithographic ls. with some fluorescence, 
fair to g6od cut, 3' brown, lithographic crumbling ls. 
Tops: RR: 12312 R: 12358 P: 12422 Base P: DR 
Well Number: N. D. 793 
Well Name: Mobil-#F-22-22-1 Birdbear 
Location: SE NW 22-149-91 Comp.: 5-8-55 
K.B.: 2103 T.D.: 13481 Status in RR: D & .. 7\ 
DST: (1) 13075-170, rec. 20' M. 
Cores: 12994-13084, rec. 90', semifragmental ls., tight, with dead 
oil residue. 
13084-170, rec. 86 1 ; 12' ls., cryptocrystalline, tight, 2' fine 
.crystalline ls., with spotty shows of oil, 2' anhydrite, 4' 
do l., l' anhydrite, 11' ls. , crystalline, tight, 8' tight ls. 
with show of oil, 2• 'anhydrite, 2' crystalline tight dol. with 
trace of oil, 9' anhydrite, 4' tight ls., l' fine dol., wet, saty 
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with anhydrite inclusions, 4 1 dol. with poor porosity, .8', as 
above with slight bleeding of oil, 6' as above, b~t no porosity, 
1 O' cryptocrystalline tight ls. 
13170-248, rec. 17 1 crystalline ls., 18 1 anhydrite, 17' crystal-
line tight, hard dol., anhydrite at top, slight trace of oil, 26' 
crysta Hine ls. 
13248-310, rec. 31' crystalline ls., no porosity, 5' dol. with 
ls. pebbles, 10', as above with no porosity, 15' crystalline ls. 
13310-396, rec. 12' crystalline ls., few anhydrite inclusions, 
spotty yellow fluorescence on fractures, 13' crystalline ls., 
with yellow oil in thin zones at 13322, 28, and 32, 61' crystal-
line ls. , weak fluorescence on breaks. 
13396-481, rec. 1' hard, crystalline ls., tight, 4' mixed dol., 
crystalline ls. , slight porosity, faint fluorescence, 64' hard, 
tight, crystalline ls. 
Tops: R R: 13064 R: 13130 P: 13190 Base P: 13328 
Well Number: N. D. 4220 
Well Name: Sinclair #1 Knudsvig 
Location: SW NE 13-145-94 Comp.: 4-5-67 
K.B.: 2210 T.D.: 13283 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: {l) 13070-167, rec. 90' WCM, 270' SWCM, 270' SMCW. 
{2) 13156-283, rec. 5091' SGCWC, 196' GCM. 
Cores: None 
Tops: R R: 13014 R: 13074 P: 13140 Base P: 1327 4 
Well Number: N. D. 3044 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. -#1 Selle T-1 
Location: NE NE 27-143-92 Comp.: 2-6-62 
K. B.: 2200 T·. D.: 12168 Status in RR:· D & A 
DST: {l) 12068-157, rec. WC with thin scum dead oil on top, 1037 1 
MS:W. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 12021 R: 12078 P: 12140 
GOLDEN VALLEY COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 410 
Well Name: Gulf-#1 Dorough Gov't 
Location: NE SW 24-143-103 Comp.: 4-7-54 
Base P: DR 
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K B.: 2515 T. D.: 13374 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 12607-646, rec. 7200' gas, 300' 0 & GCSM, 4000' 0 & GC 
::--- WC, 325'. very gassy SW. 
cores: 12528-553; 12626-646 
Tops: RR: 12404 R: 12452 P: 12509 Base P: 12643 
Well Number: N. D. 470 
Well Name: Blackwood & Nichols #1 Gilman 
Location: NE SE 15-140-105 Comp.: 3-21-54 
K.B.: 2867 T.D.: 12690 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 11728-779, rec. 2740' GC salty sulfur water. 
- (2) 11830-860, rec. 690' M. 
(3) 11826-860, rec. 123' SG & WCM. 
(4) 11915-975, rec. 1000' SO & GCWC, 240' SO & GCM, 770 1 
SGCMSW with rainbow dark brown oil. 
Cores: None. 
Tops: R R: 117 07 R: 11748 
Well Number: N. D. 4130 
P: 11806 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #1 Waldron 
Location: SW NW 9-138-105 Comp.: 9-30-66 
Base P: 11934 
K. B.: 2867 T. D.: 11363 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 11068-~ rec. 35' M, 4690' SW. 
(2) 11145-182, rec. 90' GCM. 
( 3) 1118 0-2 7 0 , rec • 4 3 0' M. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 11032 R: 11076 P: 11134 
GRANT COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 232 
Well Name: Youngblood #1 Kelstrom 
Location: SW SW 26-133-83 Comp.: 1-15-53 
K. B.: 1997 T. D.: 6800 Status in RR: D&A 
DST: None 
Base P: 11265 
Cores: None 
Tops: R R: 6364 R: 6385 P: 6453 Base P: 6576 
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Well Number: N. D. 3636 
well Name: Cardinal #1 Bierwagen 
Location: SW NE 1-133-90 Comp.: 8-20-64 
K. B.: 2351 T. D.: 8860 Status in RR: D & A 
])ST: (1) 8694-8915, rec. 745 1 M, 2690 1 SW. ----Cores: None 
ToQs: RR: 8662 R: 8700. P: 8761 Base P: 8866 
HETTINGER COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 511 
Well Name: Socony #1 Jacobs 
.Location: SW SW 24-134-96 Comp.: 4-13-54 
K. B.: 2606 T. D.: 10435 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 10199-300, rec. 180' SMGCWC, 450 1 MSW, 1290 1 SW with 
sulfur trace. 
·(2) 10318-375, rec. 180' WSGCM, 90 1 SO & GCM, 360 1 MSW. 
Cores: 10195-212, rec. 17' ls., gray and dense, to vuggy with verti-
cal fractures, very argillaceous, brittle ls., very fossiliferous. 
10212-226, rec. 14' ls., with vertical :fractures, 1/2' dol., 
with very good fluorescence and good .cut at 10214, 3' same at 
10218-21. 
. 10226-241, rec. 15' brown ls., with fluorescence in vertical 
fractures. 
10241-256, rec. 15' ls., with bleeding oil, stain and fluores-
cence to dolomite, with pin point porosity and dead stain. 
10256-27 0, rec. 15'; 4 1/2' dol., with vuggy porosity and. 
fluorescence, 8 1/2' ls. , with dead stain, scattered intercry-
s ta lline porosity and fluorescence. 
10270-285, rec. 15' ls., with tight vertical fractures through-
out, spotted fluorescence and stain with bleeding oil at 10285. 
10285-300, rec. 11 brown, very fine crystalline ls., with little 
spotty fluorescence, 4 • same, no fluorescence, 2' brown; very 
fine crystalline, fossiliferous ls., with fluorescence, algal 
fracs.; little brown stain, trace bleeding oil, 4' brown, cry-
stalline, fossiliferous ls., with dead black stain, 2 1/2' 
brown, crystalline ls., with brown stain and good fluorescence 
on :fractures. 
10300-315, rec. 12'; light tan-brown, gray, dense anhydrite. 
10315-327, rec. 12'; l 1/2' anhydrite, as above, 4' light tan 
crystalline, dense dolomite, pseudo-oolitic in part, dull yel-
low fluorescence, no porosity, l 1/2' anhydrite, crystalline, 
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dense anhydritic ls., l' tan, dense, argillaceous dolomite with 
blobs white anhydrite, dull yellow fluorescence, 4' light brown 
dol., dark brown ls., black dead residue. 
10327-344, rec. 16'; 3' brown and dark gray, hard, dense, cal-
careous anhydrite, 3' light tan to brown, very fine sucrosic do-
lomite banded with light and dark streaks, dull yellow fluores-
cence, streaks, dead carbonaceous residue, very slight cut and 
sulfur odor, 1 1/2' dark brown, dense dol., with trace fluores-
cence, 7 1/2' light tan, very fine sucrosic dolomite, pseudo-
oolitic in part, dull yellow fluorescence, l' medium brown cry-
stalline dol., with trace fluorescence. 
10344-55, rec. 7 1/2'; 3' tan, dense ls., with spotty fluores-
cence and light stain a long fractures, 2' ls. , mottled with tan 
and light brown, dense, sucrosic ls. and dol. ls., 1' dense 
ls., stylolitic with dead stain and trace fluoresce nee along 
vertica 1 fractures. 
10355-60, no recovery. 
10360-365, rec. 3 1/2 '. gray, tan, very hard, dense ls., bot-
tom 1 1/2' fractured, fairly good fluorescence and cut in frac-
tures. 
103 65-3 7 5, no recovery. 
10375-433, rec. 58' brown, dense ls., with large patches of 
sucrosic ls. having fractures with spotty fluorescence, good to 
poor cut, gas at 10414-433. 
McCLEAN COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 22 
Well Name: Samedan #1 Hanson 
Location: C NE 10-146-81 
K.B.: 1994 T.D.: 9031 
Comp.: 9-15-50 
Status in R R: D & A 
DST: None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 8090 R: 8128 
Well Number: N. D. 49 
P: 8170 
Well Name: Stanolind #1 McClean County 
Base P: 8295 
Location: SW SW 28-150-80 Comp.: 1-30-53 
K. B.: 2100 · T. D.: 8900 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: {l) 8035-087, rec. 180' M, 600' SW. 




10 p s: RR: 7997 R: 8037 P: 8094 Base P: 8204 
McKENZIE COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 545 
Well Name: Phillips, Gulf, Skelly #1 Hoehn 
Location: NE SE 13-152-102 Comp.: 12-2-54 
K. B.: 2278 T. D.: 13853 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: None 
~es: 13515 1/2-13853 
Tops: RR: 13526 R: 13591 P: 13 648 Base P: 13778 
Well Number: N. D. 956 
Well Name: Gulf #1 B. Pierre Fed. Unit 
Location: NW SW 28-148-104 Comp.: 3-20-56 
K. B.: 2339 T. D.: 13503 Status in RR: D & A 
. DST: (1) 12905-950, rec. 540 1 SW. 
(2) 12961-13006, rec. 1030' SW. 
Cores: 12795-929; 12950-13007 {described by author)., 
12795-97, Limestone, medium brown, microcrystal line, ·dense, 
tight, few brachiopod fragments. 
12797-800, Dolomite, light to medium brown, finely crystal-
line, finely bedded. 
12800-815, Limestone, dark brown to black, cryptocrystalline, 
dense, carbonaceous, trace of brachiopods with several small 
fractures filled with anhydrite. 
12815-821, Limestone, medium to dark brown, microcrystalline, 
dense, no porosity. 
12821-825, Dolomite, gray, microcrystalline, slight intercry-
stalline porosity, finely bedded. 
12825-835, Anhydrite, white to cream, cryptocrystalline, dense 
becoming slightly dolomitic at 3 O. 
12835-838, Dolomite, medium brown, microcrystalline, fair in-
tercrystalline porosity, finely bedded. 
12838-39, Anhydrite, gray cryptocrystalline. 
12839-843, Dolomite, medium brown, microcrystalline, dense, 
no porosity. 
12843-850, Dolomite, medium to dark brown, microcrystalline, 




12850-852, Dolomite, tan, microcrystalline, dense, vugs filled 
with anhydrite. 
12852-858, Limestone, dark gray, brown to black cryptocrystal-
line, dense, cephaloped fragments. 
12858'-860, Dolomite, tan crystalline. 
12860-893, Limestone, dark gray brown to black, cryptocry-
stalline, dense, very carbonaceous, calcite crystals filling 
vugs in places. 
12893-895, Dolomite, dark gray brown, microcrystalline, 
dense. 
12895-899, Anhydrite, dark brown, dense, dolomitic at 896, 
pyrite crystals at 95. 
12899-900, Dolomite medium brown, dense, no porosity. 
12900-907, Anhydrite, dark gray brown, microcrystalline, be-
coming lighter at 902. 
12907-915, Dolomite, light to medium brown, microcrystalline, 
dense, no porosity, some dead black oil stain at 910. 
12915-924, Dolomite,· medium brown, crystalline, some inter-
crystalline porosity, dead black oil at 915. 
12924-28, Dolomite, dark brown, dense, mottled, becoming 
vuggy at 927. 
12928-930, Dolomite, dark gray brown, sucrosic, carbonaceous, 
anhydrite crystals, vuggy in places. 
12930-939, Dolomite, light to medium brown, microcrystalline 
to sucrosic, poor to fair porosity, streaks of black carbona-
ceous material. 
12939-948, Dolomite, light to dark brown, some good intercry-
stalline porosity, algal structures. 
12948-953, Limestone, medium to dark brown, microcrystal-
line, dense, fractures filled with carbonaceous material. 
12953-954, Dolomite·, medium gray brown, microcrystalline, 
dense. 
12954-959, Limestone, medium to dark brown, dense, becom-
ing granular at 955 with fair porosity, fossiliferous. 
12959-967, Dolomite, medium to dark brown, granular, fair 
porosity, calcite crystals filling vugs! carbonaceous·~oody ma-
terial. 
12967-975, Dolomite, medium to dark brown, sucrosic, large 
dolomite crystals at 968. 
12975-990, Dolomite, dark gray brown, microcrystalline to su-
crosic, mottled in places. 
12990-13003, Dolomite, dark gray brown, _sucrosic, fair poro-
sity in places, soine vuggy porosity. 
Tops: RR: 12770 R: 12824 P: 12892 Base P: 13022 
L 
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Well Number: N. D. 1606 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #1 Shelvik Tr-1 
Location: NE SW 35-150-97 Comp.: 3-7-58 
K. B.: 2334 T. D....:.: 13305 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: None 
~es: 1319 0-3 05 
Tops: RR: 13165 R:· 13227 P: 13Z84 Base P: DR 
Well Number: N. D. 2373 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #1 Antelope Unit "A" 
Location: NE SE 1-152-95 Comp.: 3-10-60 
K. B.: 2117 T. D.: 15135 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 13164-304, rec. 3120' GCWC, 190' HGC & MCWC, 110' 
HGCM. 
Cores: 13111-169; 1322 7-282 
Tops: RR: 13109 R: 13176 P: 13241 Base P: 13367 
Well Number: N;D. 2584 
Well Name: Shell #32-16-1 State 
Location: SW NE 16-145-101 Comp.: 7-8-60 
K. B. : 2 4 6 3 T. D. : 13 2 8 0 Status in R R: D & A 
DST: (1) 13205-280, rec. 675' G & MCW. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 13023 R: 13074 P: 13126 Base P: 13253 
Well Number: N. D. 2602 
Well Name: Texas-Amerada i5 Garland 
Location: NE 6-153-95 Comp.: 1-25-61 
K. B. : 19 8 3 T. D. : 13 8 6 0 Status in R R: . D & A 
DST: None 
Cores: 12996-13041 
Tops: RR: 12918 R: 12980 P: 13040 Base P: 13163 
Well Number: N. D. 3645 
Well Name:· Quintana #1 U.S.A. 
Location: SE SE 24-145-105 Comp.: 10-26-64 
K. B . : 2 3 7 9 T. D. : 12 5 21 Status in R R: 12184 
DST: · (1) 12390-438, rec. 900' SMCWC, 133' M & SOCWC. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 12184 R: 12236 P: 12300 Base P: 12426 
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Well Number: N. D. 4062 
Well Name: Shell #22X-28-l Gov't 
Location: SE NW 28-148-101 
K.B.: 2214 T.D.: 13650 --- --
Comp.: 7-5-66 
Status in RR: D & A 
DST: None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 13337 R: 13398 P: 13450 Base P: 1357 4 
Well Number: N. D. 4304 
Well Name: Helmerich & Payne #1 Federal-McKenzie 
Location: SE NW 28-148-101 Comp.: 7-5-66 
K.B .• : 2515 T. D.: 12870 Status in R. R: D & A 
DST: (1) 12600-659, rec. 4500' SGCWC, 176' GCM. 
(2) 12640-772, rec. 65' G & WCM. 
(3) 12766-826, rec. 148 1 SGCSW w/trace oil. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 12576 
Well Number: N. D. 21 
R: 12626 P: 12688 
MERCER COUNTY 
Well Name: Kelly-Plymouth #1 Leutz 
Location: NW NE 28-142-89 Comp.: 9-28-50 
Base P: 12816 
K. B.: 2284 T. D. : 12526 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 11160 _ R: 11220 P: 11288 Base P: 11392 
MORTON COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 26 
Well Name: Carter-Phillips #1 North Dakota 
Location: NW 29-136-81 Comp.: 6-4-51 
K.B.: 2005 T.D.: 7790 StatusinRR: D&A 
DST:. None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 6494 R: 6'520 P: 6578 Base P: 6675 
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Well Number: N. D. 1620 
Well Name: Pan American #1 Vetter 
Location: NE S\V 27-139-90 Comp.: 2-ll-58 
K. B. : 2 4 2 6 T. D. : 11212 Status in R R: D & A 
DST: (1) 10346-387, rec. 300' MCSW 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 10342 R: 10389 P: 10456 Base P: 10580 
Well Number: N. D. 3859 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #1 Meyer 
Location: SE NE 34-135-83 Comp.: 6-8-65 
K. B.: 2125 T. D.: 8229 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 6918-6961, rec. 180' M, 2995' MCSW. 
(2) 7023-7060, rec. 270' MSW, 4195' SW. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 6922 R: 6952 P: 7008 Base P: 7134 
Well Number: N. D. 39] 8 
Well Name: Austral :JH Leingang 
Location: SE NW 34-137-83 
K.B.: 2281 T.D!.: 7614 
Comp.: 11-30-65 
Status in R R: D & A 
DST:. None 
Cor.es: None 
Tops: RR: 7436 R: 7462 P: 7528 
MOUNTRAIL COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 355 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol.. Crop. #3 C. Hanson 
Base P: DR 
Location: C SW NW 18-158-94 Comp.: 2-ll-54 
K. B.: 2339 T. D.: 12806 Status in R R: D & A 
DST:. None Perf.: 12670-720, formation would not take acid. 
Cores: 12570-806 




Well Number: N. D. 95 
Well Name: Youngblood #1 Wachter 
Location: SE SW 3-141-81 Comp.: 9-8-52 
K. B.: 1924 T. D.: 7850 Status in RR: D & A ...-- --
DST: None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 7397 R: 7426 P: 7476 Base P: 7570 
SIOUX COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 631 
Well Name: Ohio #1 Standing Rock 
Location: NE SW 29-131-80 Comp.: 8-6-54 
K. B. : 17 31 T. D. : 5 9 0 6 Status in R R: D & A 
DST: None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 5048 R: 5064 P: 5120 
SLOPE COUNTY . 
Well Number: 1'!· D. 91 
Well Name: Deep Rock #1 Brusich 
Location: SE SE 8~135-98 Comp.: 1-18-53 
Base P: 5215 
K.B.: 2803 T.D.: 11521 Status in RR: D &A 
DST: (1) 11096-11194, rec. 630' MCSW, 2070' blk sulf. SW, 540' M 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 11054 R: 11090 P: 11146 Base P-: 11276 
Well Number: N. D. 3383 
Well Name: Pan American #1 Foreman 
Location: SW SE 23-133-106 Comp.: 6-24-63 
K. B.: 2801 T. D.: 9416 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 9164-9201, rec. 200' MCW, 724 1 HGCW with trace of oil, 
470 1 HGCW. 
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(2) 9250-9286, rec. 650' gas, 270' 0 & GCM. 
(3) 9286-9416, rec. 282' GCM, 548' GCW, 134' SGCW, 89' G & 
WCM. 
Cores: None 
Tops : R R: 914 7 R: 9184 P: 9242 Base P: 9370 
Well Number: N. D. 3588 
Well Name: Sun #1 Greer Federal 
Location: SE SE 21-134-105 Comp.: 7-9-64 
K.B.: 2896 T.D.: 10128 Status in RR: D &A 
DST: (1) 9928-9940, rec. 5' oil, 1866' OCWC, 180' GO & MCSW, 
515' SW. 
(2) 10054-10087, rec. 47' M. 
( 3) 1 0 O 6 7 - 1 012 9 , rec • 2 5 ' M. 
Cores: 9982-10032 
Tops: R R: 9894 R: 9926 P: 9984 Base P: 10006 
Well Number: N. D. 4 07 5 
Well Name: Hunt #1 NPRR "A'' 
Location: NE SW 9-136-101 Comp.: 7-26-66 
K. B. : 2 7 7 4 T. D. : 115 6 6 Status in R R: Oil 
Prod. zones: B, D IPF: 640 BOPD' Perfs.: 11286-297; 
11439-446 
DST: ( 1) 11286-326, WCTS 50 min., G & OTS 60 min. closed after 
5 min. 
(2) 11336-388, rec. 40' M. 
(3) 11257-335, WCTS 85 min., clean oil to surface 3 hrs., rec. 
29 BOPD in 1 hr. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 11241 R: 11276 P: 11336 Base P: 11457 
Well Number: N. D. 4119 
Well Name: Hunt #1 U.S.A. -8 
Location: NE SW 8-136-101 Comp.: 10-7-66 
K. B.: 2725 T. D.: 11506 Status in RR: Oil 
Prod. zones: B IPF: 195 BOPD, 78 BWPD Perfs.: 11246-254; 
11328-357, gross, acidized/1000 gals, swabbed 70% W, 
30% oil, swzd.; 11395-400, acidized/400 gals, swabbed 
30 BSW, squeezed; 11428-438, acid~zed/1500 gals, 
swabbed 15.4 BO & 23 BSW, 3 hrs. squeezed. 
DST: (1) 11210-340, WCTS 4 hrs., 0 & GCMTS 5 3/4 hrs., F 9 BO/ 
15 min. 
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Cores: 11221-226, rec. 5' ls., dense, slight bleeding of oil ;from :frac-
tures at 222 & 223. 
11226-248, rec. 22'; l' ls., dense, 7 1 anhydrite,· 11 ls., poor 
to fair porosity, oil stained, 2' ls., fair to good porosity, scat-
tered vugs, oil stained, 4' dol., scattered oil stain, 7' ls., 
dense. 
11286-340, rec. 54'; 1 1 anhydrite, 11 dol., very anhydritic and 
dense, 2 1 anhydrite, 12' dol., brown-gray brown, tan, crystal-
line, mostly dense, slight trace oil stain from 91-93, highly 
fractured, 5' anhydrite, 20' dol., brown to gray brown, tan, cry-
stalline, subearthy, argillaceous, 2' ls., gray brown, crystal-
line, fragmental, dense, no show, 3' dol., tan to gray, sub-
earthy, fragme:11tal, granular porosity, argillaceous in part, 
with scattered fair oil stain, few hairline fractures, 2' dol.·, 
scattered vugs, trace oil stain, 3' ls., 14' dol., earthy, with 
good intergranular and vuggy porosity, good oil stain, 5 1 ls., 
tight, no show, 5' dol., earthy with scattered oil stain, 2' ls., 
fragmental, tight, 8' dol., sucrosic to crystalline, mostly 
dense, 7' ls., fragmental, fossiliferous, mostly dense, n<? 
show. 
Tops: RR: 11197 R: 11234 P: 11296 Base P:· 11417 
Well Number: N. D. 4124 
Well Name: Hunt #1 Hayden 
Location: NW SE 4-136-101 Comp.: 11-14-66 
K. B.: 2740 T. D....:.: 11510 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: ( 1) 11300-330, rec. 5282' SW. 
(2) 11368-438, rec. 1125' SW. 
(3) 11442-510, rec. 632' SW. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 11273 R: 11308 
Well Number: ·N. D. 4164 
Well Name: Hunt #2 NPRR 11A 11 
P: 11367 
Location: SW NE 17-136-101 Comp.: 11-28-66 
Base P: 11490 
K. B.: 2783 T. D. : 11530 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 11294-346, rec. 4516 1 SW. 
{2) 11362-430, rec. 290' SW & GCM. 
(3) 11444-530, rec. 5566' SW. 
Cores: None 
Tops: None - not logged. 
Well Number: N. D. 4241 
Well Name: Hunt #3 NPRR 11 A11 
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Location: NE NW 23-136-101 Comp.: 5-4-67 
K. B. : 2 8 6 5 T. D. : 115 8 8 Status in R R: D & A 
DST: (1) 11366-384, rec. 6019' SGCSW. 
(2) 11426-487, rec. 483' SGCM. 
(3) 11499..:557, .rec. 7067' SW with slight trace oil. 
Co.res: 11368-384; 11430-l87; 11510-567 
Tops: RR: 11325 R: 11358 P: 11424 Base P: 11547 
Well Number: N. D. 4280 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #1 Mitchell 
Location: NE SW 18-135-103 Comp.: 8-8-67 
K.B.: 2971 : 11080 StatusinRR: D&A 
DST: (1) 10816-845, rec. 101' WCM, 7457' SW. 
(2) 10884-994, rec. 400' WCM. 
(3) 10854-11030, rec. 400' WCM. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 10786 R: 10820 P: 10880 
STARK COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 850 
Base P: 11010 
Well Name: Hunt #1 Privratsky 
Location: NW NW 15-138-98 
K.B.: 2652 T.D.: 12205 
DST: None· 
Comp.: 6-22-55 
Status in R R: D & A 
Cores: None 
Tops: R R: 11894 R: 11938 
Well Number: N. D. 3515 
Well Name: Continental #1 Stoxen 
P: 11995 
Location: NW NW 9-140-93 Comp.: 4-15-64 
Base P: 12123 
K.B.: 2291 T.D.: 11750 Status in RR: D &A 
DST: None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 11420 R: 11465 P: 11528 Base P: 11660 
... 
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Well Number: N. D. 4134 
Well Name: Texaco #1 Schank (NCT-1) 
Location: C NW SE 15-137-92 Comp.: 11-9-66 
K.B.: 2341 T. D.: 10425 Status in RR: Oil 
~- zones: B IPF: 265 BOPD, 30 BWPD Perfs: 10216-226 
DST: (1) 10180-230, GTS 1 hr. 12 min., rec. 1233' HG & MCO, 50' 
---- oil, 150' HGCO, 192' SW. 
(2) 10232-292, rec. 100' WM. 
(3) 10296-392, rec. 186' WCM, 539' GCM. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 1016_4 R: 10204 
Well Number: N. D. 4182 
We 11 Name: Texaco #2 Schank (NCT-1) 
P: 10266 
Location: C SW 23-137-92 Comp.: 12-31-66 
Base P: 10392 
K. B. : 2 3 4 5 T. D. : 104 2 9 Status in R. R: D & A 
DST: (1) 10150-192, rec. 486 1 M. 
(2) 10198-230, rec. 180 1 G & WCM, 2295' SW. 
Cores: 10150-230. 
Tops: R. R: 10160 R: 10200 P: 10264 Base P: 10394 
Well Number: N. D. 4311 
Well Name: Union #1 Kudrna 
Locatio·n: NE SW 20-139-97 
K. B.: 2560 T. D.: · 12100 
DST: (1) 11970-987, rec. 30' M. 
Comp.: 11-21-67 
Status in R R: D & A 
(2) 12016-037, rec. 2267 1 SW. 
Cores: 11969-989; 12021-037; 12095-136 {described by author) 
11969-985, Limestone, dark gray brown, cryptocrystalline, 
dense, brachlopods abundant. 
11985-989, Dolomite, medium gray brown, crystalline, fair 
pores ity, finely laminated. 
12021-26, Dolomite, medium gray brown, granular, fair inter-
crystalline porosity, finely, laminated. 
12026-032, Dolomite, medium gray grown, granular, good inter-
crysta Hine and vuggy porosity, abundant black carbonaceous 
material foil?). 
12032-037, Limestone, dark gray to black, microscrystalline, 
dense, scattered. crystals of anhydrite, carbonaceous material 
in fractures. • 
12095-096, Dolomite, dark gray brown, microcrystalline. 
12096-098, Llmestohe, medium gray, dense, with inclusions of 
dark spherical bodies. 
j 
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12098-103, Dolomite, dark gray brown, microcrystalline, 
finely bedded, fractures filled with anhydrite. 
12103-105, Anhydrite, dark gray brown, dense, dolomitic. 
12105-109, Dolomite, light to medium brown, crystalline, 
finely bedded. 
12109-110, Limestone, dark gray, dense, platy, oolitic. 
12110-117, Do lo mite, medium brown, microcrys ta lline, fair 
porosity, finely bedded. 
12117-125, Limestone, dark gray brown, fragmental, with abun-
dant fossil bryozoans and brachiopods, scattered inclusions of 
anhydrite. 
12125-132, Limestone, medium to dark brown, cryptocrystal-
line, inclusions of anhydrite, finely laminated with layers of 
dark carbonaceous material. 
12132-136, Dolomite, dark gray brown, dense, finely laminated 
Tops: RR: 11969 R: 12014 P: 12074 Base P: DR 
WARD COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 47 
Well Name: Hunt #1 Wald 
Location: SE SW 23-155-81 
K. B. : 15 9 6 T. D. : 8 6 5 2 
Comp.: 4-25-52 
Status in R R: D & A 
DST: None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 7558 R: 7600 
Well Number: N. D. 52 
Well Name: Wanete #1 Lee 
Location: NE NE 24-156-85 
P: 7660 Base P: 7768 
K. B.: 1840 : 10134 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 9315-341, rec. 10' SO & GCM. 
(2) 9398-409, rec. 210' GCSW. 
Perfs.: 9320-336, rec. 120' sulfur water; 9401-408 
Cores: 9320-74; 9389-447; 9463-633; 9635-807 
Tops: RR: 9287 R: 9347 P: 9410 Base P: 9497 
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Well Number: N. D. 105 
Well Name: Stanolind #1 Wasick 
Location: C SW NE 2-153-85 
f. B.: 2155 T. D.: 11009 
Comp.: 10-31-52 
Status in R R: D & A 
DST: (1) 10130-177, rec. 120 1 M. 
---. (2) 10171-347, .rec. 3800 1 MCSW. 
Cores: 10157-177 
Tops: RR: 10090 R: 10144 
Well Number: N. D. 588 
P: 10205 Base P: 10324 
Well Name: Hunt #1 Neumann 
Location: SW SE 33-152-82 
ICB.: 2087 T.D.: 9653 
Comp.: 7-13-54 
Status in R R: D & A - --
DST: None 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 8813 R: 8856 P: 8920 Base P: 9026 
WILLIAMS COUNTY 
Well Number: N. D. 32 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #1 Bakken 
Location: SW NW 12-157-95 Comp.: 4-25-52 
K. B.: 2458 T. D.: 13709 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 12966-13034, rec. 5420' SO & GCSW, 180 1 salt crystals. 
Cores: 12976-13034, salt filled 
Tops: RR: 12817 R: 12874 P: 12924 Base P: 13046 
Well Number: N. D. 35 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #1 P. Dilland 
Location: SW NE 31-156-95 Comp.: 5-30-52 
K. B.: 2329 T. D.: 13325 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 13200-325, rec. 469' M. 
(2) 13188-325, rec. 16 1 M, tool stuck, left tool in hole. 
Cores: None 






Well Number: N. D. 235 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #2 Lalim (OWDD) 
Location: NE NE 35-158-95 Comp.: 8-23-67 
K. B.: 2469 T. D. : 12800 Status in RR: Oil 
Prod. zones: B, C, D, C IPF: 390 B0/23 hrs., no water 
Perfs.: 12 669-67 5; 12 7 66-779; 127 83-7 87; 12 7 89-7 96; 
12806-817 
12§1.: (1) 12666-700, GTS 1 hr. 57 min., rec. 1053' oil, 450, 100• 
MCW. 
(2) 12762-830, WCTS 24 min., rec. 2158' free oil, 450, 90' 
OCM. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 12605 R: 12662 P: 12713 Base P: 1283 0 
Well Number: N. D. 254 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #2 L. Kvam 
Location: SW NE 19-156-95 Comp.: 3-7-54 
K. B. : 2397 T. D.: 14066 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: (1) 13057-090, GTS 4 hrs., pulled up to 8228' and well unloaded 
35 bbls. GCWC. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 13006 R: DR 
Well Number: N. D. 999 
Well Name: Texas #1 Donahue 
Location: SW NE 23-154-100 
K. B. : 2253 T. D. : 14035 
DST: None 
Cores: 13867-14035 
Tops: RR: 13856 R: 13920 
Well Number: N. D. 1231 
P: DR Base P: DR 
Comp.: 6-10-56 
Status in R R: D & A 
P: 13977 Base P: DR 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Crop. #1 Iverson-Nelson Unit 
Location: SE NE 2-155-96 Comp.: 12-10-57 
K.B.: 2316 T.D.: 13615 StatusinRR: Oil 
Prod. zones: C, D IPF: 332 BC in 24 hrs. Perfs.: 12696-
12784 
DST: None 
Cores: 12676-734; 12792-966 
Tops: RR: 12674 R: 12724 P: 12776 Base P: 12888 
j 
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Well Number: N. D. 1385 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #9 N. D. 11A11 
Location: SE SW 16-156-95 Comp.: 9-27-57 
fu B.: 2360 T. D.: 14828 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: None 
Feris: 13292-360, swabbed 66 BSW in 5 hrs., 86. 5 BSW in 8 hrs., -- squeezed. 
Cores: 13176-350 
Tops: RR: 13125 R: 13194 
Well Number: N. D. 1403 
P: 13249 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #1 Boe-Olson Unit 
Location: NE 15-155-96 Comp.: ll-19-57 
Base P: 133 73 
K. B.: 2165 1'._J).: 14154 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: None 
Perfs.: 12945-985, F 331 BSW with trace of oil in '8 hrs., F 87 BSW, 
trace of oil in 5 hrs.; 12810-885, F 3.62 BSW in 8 hrs.; 12710-
735, swabbed 19 bbls. black sulfur water in 14 hrs., swabbed 
0.8 bbls. cond., 6.34 bbl. SW in 6 hrs., reacidized, F 24 BC 
and 340 BSW in 12 hrs., squeezed perfs.; 12810-840, swabbed 
61 bbls • load water and 13 bbls • acid water in 12 1/2 hrs• I 
reacidized, swabbed and flowed 60 BMSW, squeezed perfs. 
12710-735. 
Cores: 12637-917 
Tops: R R: 12656 R: 12720 P: 12773 Base P: 12895 
Well Number: N. D. 1514 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #1 Ulven Unit 
Location: NE 34-156-96 ColllP..!: 2-15-58 
K. B.: 2286 T. D.: 14510 Status in RR: D & A 
DST: None 
Cores: 13038-101 
Tops: RR: 12898 R: 12966 P: 13014 Base P: 13142 
Well Number: N. D. 1636 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. 
Location: C SW 17-156-95 
Corp. #1 Peterson-Davidson Unit 
Comp.: 5-11-58 
K.B.: 2401 T.D.: 14095 Status in RR: Oil 
Prod. zones: D IPF: 162 BC, 3 3 BSW in 13 hrs. { nor completed 












Tops: RR: 13004 R: 13066 
Well Number: N. D. 1745 
Well Name: Hunt #1 Odegaard 
P: 13118 
Location: NW 21-157-95 Comp.: 6-11-58 
Base P: 13240 
K. B.: 2361 T. D.: 13045 . Status in RR:· D & A 
DST: (1) 12842-890, rec. 140' SW. 
- (2) 12904-955, rec. 586' salt crystals, 6004.' SW. 
Cores: None 
Tops: R R: 12 722 R: 12784 · 
Well Number: N. D. 2009 
P: 12836 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #2-A N. D. 11 C 11 
Base P: 1295 7 
Location: C NE NW 16-158-95 Comp.: 12-31-58 
K. B.: 2446 T. D.: 12840 Status in R R: D & A 
DST: (1) 12742-790, rec. 510' GCSW. 
Cores: None 
Tops: RR: 12607 R: 12664 P: 12714 Base P: 12832 
Well Number: N. D. 3844 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Corp. #3 B. L. 0. U. 
Location: SE SE 1-155-96 Comp.: 10-9-65 
K. B.: 237 0 T. D.: 14600 Status in RR: Oil 




Tops: RR: 12923 R: 12986 
· Well Number: · N. D. 4323 
P: 13042 
Well Name: Amerada Petrol. Cotp. #B-1 Ives 
Location: NE SW 26-158-95 Comp.: 1-2-68 
K. B. : 2 4 6 0 T. D. : 13 7 5 7 Status in R R: Oil 
Base P: 1316 7 
Prod. zones: B, C, D, F IPF: Unknown Perfs.: 12654-665; 
12730-738; 12762-764; 12779-801; 12817-821, F 136. 8 
BO in 7 hrs.; 12874-890, F 225 BO in 12 1/4 hrs. 
DST: (1) 12628-670, GTS 30 min. after closing tool, rec. 51 bbls. 
we, 3. 2 BO & 4. 8 BM. 
(2) 12715-815, WCTS 25 min., GTS 25 min., reversed out 30 BO. 
80 
Cores: 12628-670; 1272 0-7 8 O; 12780-815 
Togs: R R: 12587 R: 12650 P: J2 700 Base P: 12816 
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